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We explore quantum-resistant key establishment and hybrid encryption. We

find that while the discrete logarithm problem is efficiently solved by a quantum

computer using Shor’s algorithm, some instances are insecure even using classical

computers. The discrete logarithm problem based on a symmetric group Sn is effi-

ciently solved in polynomial time.

We design a PUF-based 4-round group key establishment protocol, adjusting

the model to include a physical channel capable of PUF transmission, and modify

adversarial capabilities with respect to the PUFs. The result is a novel group key es-

tablishment protocol which avoids computational hardness assumptions and achieves

key secrecy.

We contribute a hybrid encryption scheme by combining a key encapsula-

tion mechanism (KEM) with a symmetric key encryption scheme by using two hash

functions. We require only one-way security in the quantum random oracle model

(QROM) of the KEM and one-time security of the symmetric encryption scheme in

the QROM. We show that this hybrid scheme is IND-CCA secure in the QROM.

We rely on a powerful theorem by Unruh that provides an upper bound on indis-
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tinguishability between the output of a random oracle and a random string, when

the oracle can be accessed in quantum superposition. Our result contributes to the

available IND-CCA secure encryption schemes in a setting where quantum computers

are under adversarial control.

Finally, we develop a framework and describe biometric visual cryptographic

schemes generically under our framework. We formalize several security notions and

definitions including sheet indistinguishability, perfect indistinguishability, index re-

covery, perfect index privacy, and perfect resistance against false authentication. We

also propose new and generic strategies for attacking e-BVC schemes such as new

distinguishing attack, new index recovery, and new authentication attack. Our quan-

titative analysis verifies the practical impact of our framework and offers concrete

upper bounds on the security of e-BVC.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Cryptography provides techniques to exchange secret communication that satisfies

various security guarantees. Wireless communication and e-commerce are secured by

cryptographic tools designed to regulate access and encrypt transmitted messages,

among other things. Secure encryption schemes guarantee message privacy, ensuring

that two parties can transfer scrambled messages in such a way that an eavesdropper

cannot determine the underlying message, while the intended receiving party can by

using some secret key. Encryption schemes are classified according to the type of key

used, resulting in two categories: symmetric and asymmetric protocols.

Suppose two parties, Alice and Bob, wish to communicate privately by using a

secure encryption scheme. In the symmetric setting, Alice and Bob create and agree

on some secret key k and proceed to communicate by encrypting each message with

key k. The recipient of the encrypted messages must then decrypt using the same key

k. In this case, any eavesdropper who observes encrypted messages in transit between

Alice and Bob cannot recover the underlying message without knowledge of key k. It

follows that for each user or person Pi with whom Bob wishes to communicate, Bob

must create and agree upon a unique secret key ki. Key agreement, or some algorithm

that allows some finite number of parties to privately agree upon a shared secret key,

is a non-trivial area of cryptography which we address in Chapter 2.

In the asymmetric setting, each recipient must create a pair of keys (public key,

secret key) and publish the public key. Suppose Alice wishes to send an encrypted

message to Bob in the asymmetric setting. Alice encrypts her message using Bob’s

public key, then Bob decrypts using his private key. In this case, any user or person
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Pi who wishes to communicate with Bob uses Bob’s public key for encryption. This

significantly reduces the number keys Bob must create and manage. The security of

an asymmetric scheme depends on the inability of an eavesdropper or adversary A

to recover a private key, given the corresponding public key.

1.1 INTRACTABLE PROBLEMS

Secure asymmetric encryption schemes ensure that recovering a private key given a

public key will be just as difficult as solving a difficult, or intractable, computational

problem. Computational problems are classified according to how long it takes the

best-known algorithm to solve them. All algorithms have a clearly defined input, so

we calculate running times according to the bit-size of the input. Any algorithm that

runs in time polynomial of the bit-length of input size n is considered efficient.

Definition 1.1.1 A computational problem is considered intractable if there is no

polynomial-time algorithm that solves it.

The most widely-used asymmetric encryption schemes are based on two intractable

problems: the factoring problem and the discrete logarithm problem. The factoring

challenge is, given an integer n, return the prime factorization of n. For the purposes

of cryptography, we consider the instance where n is the product of two distinct prime

numbers p, q.

Definition 1.1.2 (The factoring problem) Let n = pq be an odd integer, p, q distinct

primes. Given n, compute p and q.

Definition 1.1.3 (The discrete logarithm problem) Let G be a cyclic group with gen-

erator 〈g〉, where |g| = m. Let h ∈ G, where h = gα for some α ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Given

g, h, and m, compute α.
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In 2008, Doliskani et al. proposed a cryptosystem with security based on the

presumed intractability of the discrete logarithm problem in the symmetric group

Sn [31] and in 2012 an improvement on the cryptosystem’s memory requirements

was made [47]. In Chapter 4, we show that the discrete logarithm problem is not

intractable if the cyclic group G is chosen to be a symmetric group Sn.

1.2 SHOR’S ALGORITHM

In 1994, Peter Shor designed a quantum algorithm [60] that solves the factoring prob-

lem and discrete logarithm problem in quantum polynomial time. At the time of the

release of Shor’s algorithm, quantum computers were still a largely abstract concept

with very little quantum equipment in existence. Since then, quantum computing

has seen tremendous development, leaving the cryptographic community in pursuit

of a quantum-resistant collection of cryptographic protocols. The PQCrypto (Post

Quantum Cryptography) conference series beginning in 2006, the ETSI/IQC Work-

shop on Quantum-Safe Cryptography series beginning in 2013, and the NIST Post

Quantum Cryptography Workshops beginning in 2015 are among the international

efforts to establish a post quantum security standard.

1.3 QUANTUM-RESISTANT HYBRID ENCRYPTION

Hybrid encryption seeks to combine a symmetric and asymmetric component to

achieve secure encryption. In practice, symmetric encryption schemes are faster pro-

tocols than asymmetric counterparts because asymmetric schemes tend to have longer

computational times for longer messages. However, as previously mentioned, a key

agreement or key exchange protocol must be executed before instantiating a sym-

metric encryption scheme. The idea of hybrid encryption is to use the asymmetric

component to encrypt a fixed-length key, and use the encrypted key as the shared

secret key under the symmetric component. In this way, two parties need not run
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a key agreement or key exchange protocol before reaping the benefits of symmetric

encryption. Similarly, the running time of the algorithm will not be dependent on

the length of the message.

Until 1999, it was believed that to securely combine a symmetric encryption

scheme with an asymmetric scheme, both had to satisfy IND-CCA security. Re-

searchers Eiichiro Fujisaki and Tatsuaki Okamoto showed at CRYPTO’99 that com-

ponents with weaker security guarantees could be combined in such a way to achieve

IND-CCA security in the random oracle model, where hash functions are treated

as random oracles [24]. They proved that the symmetric component need only be

one-way secure and the asymmetric component one-time secure in the random oracle

model.

Shor’s algorithm [60] initiated the search for efficient, IND-CCA secure encryption

schemes that do not assume intractability of the factoring or discrete logarithm prob-

lem [41, 50]. The quantum random oracle model (QROM) was designed to consider

additional quantum adversarial capabilities, such as the ability to query a random

oracle in quantum superposition [13, 74, 75]. Though the random oracle model is

not realizable in practice [7], provably secure schemes in the random oracle model are

more efficient than those in the standard model [75]. Exploration of KEMs in the

QROM has already begun [58, 28], as well as hybrid encryption in the QROM [69].

KEMs in quantum-secure coding theory [49] and lattice theory [48, 14] have also been

explored.

In [69], Targhi and Unruh show that the hybrid construction by Fujisaki and

Okamoto (FO) does not achieve IND-CCA security in the quantum random oracle

model and reveal how to modify the FO scheme to satisfy IND-CCA security. The

modification involves adding a third component to the hybrid scheme’s ciphertexts,

and the proof depends heavily a theorem by Unruh [70]. In Chapter 3, we follow the

proof of [69] closely, but work with a key encapsulation mechanism (KEM) instead of
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an asymmetric encryption scheme to achieve an IND-CCA secure hybrid encryption

scheme by combining a weakly secure KEM and a weakly secure asymmetric scheme.

1.4 PHYSICAL UNCLONABLE FUNCTIONS

Physical Unclonable Functions are technological primitives that depend on the unique

random behavior of physical systems, and are used in the same manner as one-way

functions. The standard evaluation process of a PUF requires a set of challenges, or

methods of probing the physical system. Upon evaluation, the resultant values are

sent through an extraction algorithm to produce the PUF responses.

Definition 1.4.1 Definition: A PUF P is a physical object that can be stimulated

by challenges c from a challenge space CP by which it reacts with corresponding re-

sponses r from a response space RP . The pairs (c, r) are called challenge-response

pairs (CRPs) of the PUF.

One benefit of the PUF devices is that CRPs are expected to be both easy to

evaluate and unpredictable. This makes PUFs a useful cryptographic building block

for schemes which do not rely on intractable problems. One simple illustration is a

two-party key agreement protocol, for the purpose of two parties creating and agreeing

on a secret key to used for symmetric encryption.

The following key exchange protocol is as outlined in [71]. Suppose two parties

Alice and Bob wish to exchange a secret key k. Without loss of generality, suppose

Alice is the party in possession of PUF P . We assume there exists an authenticated

binary channel and an insecure physical channel such that any adversary or malicious

player can query the PUF at least one time while being sent from one party to the

next. Alice begins the protocol by selecting two random challenges c, c∗ from the

challenge space CP . Alice computes the responses r = PUF (c), r∗ = PUF (c∗). Then

Alice sends P across the insecure physical channel to Bob. Upon receipt of P , Bob

communicates, “Got it!” over the authenticated binary channel.
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Once Alice confirms that Bob has received P, Alice sends {(c, r), c∗} to Bob. Bob

then queries P with challenge c and verifies whether P (c) = r. If not, Bob will abort

the protocol. Else, Bob will then evaluate P with challenge c∗. The secret that is

now shared by Alice and Bob is r∗ = PUF (c∗). The secret key may be taken to be

r∗ or will generated by r∗.

1.5 SECURITY GAMES

To quantify the security of a cryptographic protocol, it is common practice to convert

the protocol into a game played between users modeled by probabilistic polynomial-

time (PPT) Turing machines [73]. In the game, we define communication channels

between the users, the communication and computational capabilities of the users,

and compute the number rounds it takes for the protocol to execute. Adversarial

attacks are captured by such a simulation by modeling the adversary as a PPT Tur-

ing machine and defining a specific attack model. Attack models must specify each

capability of the adversary, so that the strongest attack models grant an adversary

maximal control in the simulation. We convert the security of the algorithm into

the success probability of the adversary in a given attack model, seeking to win a

security game. The original security game is then broken into a sequence of games,

where the advantage in each subsequent game can be computed at each step [63].

This technique of defining security games and computing the adversarial advantage

in each is used in Chapters 2, 3, and 5.

1.6 CONTRIBUTIONS

This work contributes the following. In Chapter 2, we present a four-round group

key agreement protocol that employs PUFs, emphasizing that this scheme relies on

minimal intractability assumptions that cannot be broken by a quantum computer.

The contents of this chapter are a joint work with Rainer Steinwandt and are to appear
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in the Journal of Information and Optimization Sciences. Establishment of one secret

key k among n users proves useful in a number of scenarios, including the ability

to use symmetric encryption schemes. In Chapter 3, we present a generic hybrid

encryption scheme in the quantum random oracle model. The goal of this scheme is

to achieve IND-CCA level security with minimal security assumptions. In Chapter

4, we illustrate that the intractability of the discrete logarithm problem depends on

the choice of cyclic group G by presenting a polynomial-time algorithm that solves

the discrete logarithm problem when G is a symmetric group Sn. This material is

a joint work with Rainer Steinwandt and Maŕıa Isabel González Vasco. In Chapter

5 we explore the role of indistinguishability in the biometric authentication setting

using face images. We formalize several security notions and definitions including

sheet indistinguishability, perfect indistinguishability, index recovery, perfect index

privacy, and perfect resistance against false authentication. We also propose new and

generic strategies for attacking e-BVC schemes such as new distinguishing attack, new

index recovery, and new authentication attack. Our quantitative analysis verifies the

practical impact of our framework and offers concrete upper bounds on the security

of e-BVC. The contents of this chapter are a joint work with Koray Karabina and is

an extension of the published ICITS conference proceedings [33].
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CHAPTER 2

GROUP KEY AGREEMENT

Symmetric encryption is a highly efficient, but requires some shared key information

between sender and recipient. To employ symmetric encryption algorithms, the sender

and recipient must find a way to privately create and exchange a secret key. This

task can be accomplished by arranging a meeting in person, by one party choosing

a key and transporting a copy to the other, or by key agreement. Key agreement

protocols allow parties to exchange public rounds of communication, each contributing

some data, and upon termination of the communication rounds each party will know

the secret key. This avoids the need for private meetings and allows all parties to

contribute to the final key.

Current solutions to the key agreement problem are included in the NIST Special

Publication 800-175B. Each key agreement protocol requires some form of authenti-

cation of users through public keys or some other identification mechanisms, but does

not require a private communication channel. The security of the two key agreement

schemes outlined in NIST SP 800-175B are based on the difficulty of the discrete

logarithm problem and the integer factorization problem.

In this chapter we propose a group key agreement protocol with minimal compu-

tational assumptions that are not believed to be broken by quantum attacks. Our

assumption of existentially unforgeable signatures avoids the need for a public key

infrastructure while still achieving user authentication. Hash-based signatures are

a reasonable option which are not believed to be broken by quantum attacks. Our

assumption of collision resistant pseudo-random functions also with stands the at-

tacks of quantum computers. As such, we present group key agreement scheme with
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minimal computational assumptions that are believed to be quantum-resistant.

2.1 FRAMEWORK AND TOOLS

The security model we use is an extension from the model by Gao et al. [26]. The

latter builds on Bohli et al. [12], Katz and Yung [35], and Bresson et al. [15, 16], and

we explain our modifications to incorporate PUFs below.

2.1.1 Security model

The security parameter is denoted by k, and U = {Ui} is a polynomial (in k) size set

of users. Each Ui is a probabilistic polynomial time Turing machine and can execute

a polynomial number of protocol instances
∏si

i concurrently. We impose that each

PUF bears some unique identifier, α, and we add an additional variable pfid to the

usual collection of variables associated with a protocol instance, so that we can keep

track of the PUFs a user holds:

pidsii stores the identities of the users that this instance tries to establish a session

key with, including user Ui;

pfidsii stores the PUF identifiers that are held by user Ui for this protocol instance;

sksii stores the session key. The initial value is null, but is updated upon completion

of the protocol;

accsii indicates whether a session key has been established;

termsi
i indicates whether an instance has been terminated;

sidsii represents the session identifier for this protocol execution. This value is not

considered secret and can be published;
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usedsii indicates whether this instance is used in a protocol run. It is initially set to

be false and set to be true through an appropriate query to the Send oracle

introduced below.

Effectively, a PUF Pα with unique label α is a physical object that can be stimu-

lated by challenges from some challenge space Cα by which it reacts with correspond-

ing responses from a response space Rα. Following Rührmair and van Dijk [56], we

model the PUF by an associated function gα : Cα −→ Rα that maps the challenges

to responses r = gα(c) and refer to such pairs (c, r) as challenge-response pairs.

Remark 2.1.1 Postulating the existence of these functions Pα implicitly assumes

that sufficient error correction of each PUF has been applied, resulting in negligible

noise. We also assume that all PUFs mentioned in this chapter have (possibly after

applying some pre- and post-processing) the same challenge space C and the same

response space R.

Communication network We assume a public network that conducts communi-

cation and physical transmission of PUFs between users. Each PUF Pα is unique,

therefore the network disallows the simultaneous possession of PUF Pα by distinct

users. The exchange of messages and devices is conducted by the adversary A.

Remark 2.1.2 Existing literature establishes that PUFs are tamper-resistant physi-

cal objects [66, 55, 56, 19, 71, 65]. Attempts to reconfigure challenge-response pairs

or to probe the device to extract structural information will be detectable. This elimi-

nates the possibility of adversarial control of challenge-response pairs that a PUF can

produce. The adversary is capable of not sending any PUFs to any users, and such

an attack is certainly possible. However, the security of the protocol is not threatened

by such an attack. We remark that a trusted PUF distributor is intuitively necessary

for the security of this protocol, but is not in fact necessary. We allow the adversary

to distribute PUFs to users for the strongest possible adversary.
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Adversarial capabilities The adversary A is a probabilistic polynomial time algo-

rithm with full control over the communication network and the delivery of PUFs.

As captured by the oracles listed below, A can query and destroy PUFs in his pos-

session, and he has the ability to steal PUFs from users. Similarly, messages can be

eavesdropped, delayed, deleted, or modified. Building on the model in [26] (which

does not include PUFs), we implement A’s capabilities with the following oracles.

Send(Ui, si,M) serves a dual purpose. If usedsii = false then the message is of the

form M = {U0, ..., Ui−1}. Such a message signifies the initialization by A of a

protocol run among users U0, ...Ui−1. If usedsii = true, the message M is sent

to the instance
∏si

i , and the reply from
∏si

i will serve as output of Send.

SendPUF(Ui, si, α) sends PUF Pα to instance
∏si

i provided that the adversary is in

possession of Pα.1 The label α is added to the respective set of labels stored in

pfid.

Reveal(Ui, si) reveals the accepted session key sksii .

Obtain(Ui) transfers the currently held PUFs from Ui to adversary A, and the pfid-

values in all instances of this user are set to be empty. (Similarly as for Corrupt,

we do not model a more fine-grained “stealing” of PUFs at the instance level.)

Corrupt(Ui) reveals any long-term secrets, which have been established in the initial-

ization phase, of user Ui.

Test(Ui, si) This oracle call is only allowed if accsii = true, andA has the opportunity

to query this oracle once. The Test oracle chooses a bit b ∈ {0, 1} uniformly at

random. If b = 0, the accepted session key is returned. Else, a uniformly at

random chosen element from the session key space is returned.

1From a formal point of view, only the label α is transmitted, i. e., the model abstracts from the
physical device.
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To capture the use of PUFs, we have two more oracles which are accessible to the

adversary as well as to all users.

Eval(α, c) evaluates the PUF Pα at challenge c by applying the associated function

gα. The Eval oracle may only be queried with an identifier α that is in possession

of the querying party, i. e., it is not possible to evalute PUFs without having

them.

Destroy(α) may only be called if Pα is in possession of the querying party, and in

this case α is removed from the respective pfid. The device Pα is considered as

destroyed, and PUF Pα is removed from any future use.

Before protocol executions take place, we have an initialization phase where public

information for authentication and PUFs are distributed.

Initialization and distribution of PUFs In order to be able to execute our protocol,

we need PUFs to be available. To this aim, we assume that for each value of the

security parameter k a (polynomial size) collections of PUFs Pα with a shared response

space R is available. For each such PUF, the oracle Eval will evaluate the associated

function gα. The adversary controls which PUFs Pα are given to which user in the

initialization phase—the Turing machine Ui simply stores the corresponding labels α.

Remark 2.1.3 The labels α are not intended to encode auxiliary information and

to lead up to a non-uniform model. We assume that the labels can be computed in

polynomial time.

In the event that a user depletes her supply of PUFs, but a protocol step requires

PUF access, the protocol execution fails—the respective instance is terminated with-

out accepting a session key. For authentication purposes, we use an existentially

unforgeable signature scheme, and in the initialization phase each user generates a

12



public key, secret key pair (pksigi , sk
sig
i ). The public keys are distributed to all users

and the adversary.

Remark 2.1.4 The Eval-oracle can in principle provide information that is not avail-

able in the game underlying the definition of existential unforgeability. We impose that

the signature scheme we use remains existentially unforgeable even with the Eval-oracle

being available to the adversary. PUF evaluations must not help to attack the signa-

ture scheme—nor invalidate the guarantees of the collision-resistant pseudorandom

function family used below to avoid a random oracle.

Protocol goals To characterize legitimate success scenarios of A, we adapt the

following definitions from [37, 26].

Definition 2.1.1 (Partnering) Two instances
∏si

i and
∏sj

j are referred to as part-

nered if sidsii =sid
sj
j , sksii =sk

sj
j , pidsii =pid

sj
j , and accsii =acc

sj
j =true.

Having fixed a notion of being partnered, one can now specify those instances where

a successful attack is considered non-trivial.

Definition 2.1.2 (Freshness) An instance
∏si

i is called fresh if none of the follow-

ing conditions hold at any point:

(i) For some Uj ∈ pidsii , a query Corrupt(Uj) has been made before a query of the

form Send(Uk, sk,M) with Uk ∈ pidsii .

(ii) The adversary A queried Reveal(Uj, sj) with
∏si

i and
∏sj

j being partnered.

Remark 2.1.5 As this notion of freshness imposes no restriction on the use of the

Obtain-oracle, it will be a protocol’s responsibility to destroy PUFs when necessary.

Let SuccA be the event that the adversary A queries Test with a fresh instance and

correctly outputs the random bit b used by the Test oracle.
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Definition 2.1.3 (Key secrecy) A group key establishment protocol is secure if

for every probabilistic polynomial time adversary A the advantage AdvA(k) =| 2 ·

Pr[SuccA]− 1 | is negligible.

2.1.2 Further tools and assumptions

We assume the behavior of Pα is statistically independent from the behavior of Pβ for

any α 6= β. Moreover, for the key establishment below to be secure a sufficiently high

min entropy of the response space R is required. Work by Sadr and Zolfaghari-Nejad

[57] supports the existence and availability of high entropy PUFs, and we impose that

for uniformly at random chosen challenges Pr[gα(c) = r] ≤ 2−k for all r ∈ R.

The common key in the protocol below is essentially an element r of the response

spaceR, but we would like it to be a (close to uniformly distributed) random bitstring.

Also, we need to derive a session identifier. With a random oracle H, a standard trick

would be to use H(r, 0) as session key and H(r, 1) as session identifier. If the use of a

random oracle is not welcome, we can use a common reference string (CRS), just as is

done in [1]. For this we use a collision-resistant pseudorandom function family {F k}

as described by Katz and Shin [34]. Each F k is indexed by a super-polynomial size set

{0, 1}L. The definition of a collision-resistant pseudorandom function family ensures

the availability of a a value v0 = v0(k) such that no probabilistic time algorithm is

available to find indices i, j with Fi(v0) = Fj(v0). We encode v0 in the public CRS

along with a second value v1 6= v0 offering the same guarantee.

To derive an index into F k, we employ a family of universal hash functions map-

ping elements from the response space R into {0, 1}L. One function h ∈ H is selected

uniformly at random and included in the CRS.
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2.2 A FOUR-ROUND GROUP KEY ESTABLISHMENT

To simplify notation, subsequently we will only specify users (rather than instances)

to explain our protocol, and we assume that a key is to be established among

U0, . . . , Um−1. We take indices modulo m, thereby arranging the protocol partici-

pants in a circle. We assume that each user has a PUF available, and each of the

rounds is described in Figure 2.1.

The use of the collision-resistant pseudorandom function in the key derivation

phase aims at ensuring key integrity as introduced in [12], and the following proposi-

tion establishes that the above protocol is secure in the sense of Definition 2.1.3.

Proposition 2.2.1 The group key establishment protocol in Figure 2.1 provides key

secrecy.

Proof 2.2.1 As is common in the context of proofs in this type of model, we use

“game hopping,” and let A interact with a simulator in a game, which we modify

successively. We use the following notation:

AdvGame i
A : the advantage of A in Game i;

Pr[SuccGame i
A ]: probability of success of A in Game i;

qSend: a polynomial upper bound on the number of Send queries issued by A.

To start out, we take care of some special cases: Let Forge be the event that A suc-

cessfully forges a signature for some user Ui0 without sending the query Corrupt(Ui0).

In this manner, let F be an adversary against the underlying signature scheme such

that the algorithm F acts as a challenger for A. Then F assigns the challenge veri-

fication key to some user Ui0 ∈ U uniformly at random. F simulates all oracles for

A in the obvious way—using Eval to evaluate PUFs. Then with probability at least

1/|U|, Forge results in a successful forgery for the challenge verification key. Since

|U| is polynomial, the event Forge occurs with negligible probability only.
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Round 1:

Challenge: Each Ui selects a PUF Pαi
, fixes challenges c

(0)
i , c

(1)
i uniformly

at random, and computes the responses r
(j)
i = Eval(αi, c

(j)
i ) (j = 0, 1).

Transfer: Each Ui sends Pαi
to Ui+1.

Round 2:

Acknowledge: Upon receipt of Pαi−1
, user Ui sends the message M

(2)
i =

(Round-2, Ui−1, Ui, αi−1) with a signature σ
(2)
i on (M

(2)
i , pidi) to Ui−1.

Round 3:

Transfer: Upon receipt of (M
(2)
i+1, σ

(2)
i+1), user Ui verifies the signature.

If the verification fails, Ui terminates. Else, Ui sends M
(3)
i =

(Round-3, c
(0)
i , r

(0)
i , c

(1)
i ) with a signature σ

(3)
i on (M

(3)
i , pidi) to Ui+1.

Round 4:

Challenge: Upon receipt of (M
(3)
i−1, σ

(3)
i−1), user Ui verifies the signature and

that the received r
(0)
i−1 equals Eval(αi−1, c

(0)
i−1). If any check fails, Ui

terminates. Else, Ui finds r
(1)
i−1 = Eval(αi−1, c

(1)
i−1), destroys the device

Pαi−1
, and computes ki = h(r

(1)
i−1)⊕ h(r

(1)
i ).

Broadcast: Each Ui broadcasts M
(4)
i = (Round-4, ki) and a signature σ

(4)
i

on (M
(4)
i , pidi).

Key derivation: Upon receipt of all (M
(4)
j , σ

(4)
j ), user Ui verifies all signa-

tures. If any verification fails, Ui terminates. Else, Ui uses k0, . . . , km−1

and r
(1)
i to find h(r

(1)
0 ), sets K = h(r

(1)
0 ), and accepts the session key

sksii = FK(v1) with session identifier sidsii = FK(v0).

Figure 2.1: Group key establishment with PUFs
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Let Collision be the event that a collision of Eval occurs. Due to the independence

of different PUFs and Pr[gα(c) = r] ≤ 2−k for any uniformly chosen challenges and

any r ∈ R by assumption, Pr[Collision] is negligible.

Similarly, let Repeat be the event that any of the (honestly generated) response

values r
(j)
i used in Round 1 is used more than once. Again, owing to the independence

of different PUFs and Pr[gα(c) = r] ≤ 2−k for any uniformly chosen challenges and

any r ∈ R by assumption, Pr[Repeat] is negligible.

Finally, let RepeatKey be the event that an honest user produces some key, ki0, that

has been produced by a previous instance. With the lower bound on the min entropy

of the inputs to h, the independence of different PUFs and the Leftover Hash Lemma

ensure that RepeatKey occurs with negligible probability only.

Game 0: This game is identical to the original attack game. All oracles are simulated

faithfully, and hence AdvA = AdvGame 0
A .

Game 1: The simulation is terminated if any of the events Forge, Collision, Repeat,

or RepeatKey occurs. Such an abort is taken as an adversarial success. Conse-

quently, we obtain

|AdvGame 1
A − AdvGame 0

A | ≤ 2 · (Pr[Forge] + Pr[Collision]

+ Pr[Repeat] + Pr[RepeatKey]).

Game 2: We impose now that the adversary guesses at the beginning uniformly at

random (based on qSend) which instance
∏si0

i0
will be queried to the Test oracle

as well as one “neighbor instance” with which
∏si0

i0
will establish a Round 4 two

party key. Whenever at least one of these guesses turns out to be wrong, the

simulation is terminated and counted as adversarial loss. Otherwise Game 2 is

identical with Game 1. Then,

1

q2
Send

· AdvGame 1
A ≤ AdvGame 2

A ,
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and it suffices to establish that AdvGame 2
A is negligible. The remaining games

address this.

Game 3: In this game, the simulation replaces h(r
(1)
i0

) with a uniformly at random

chosen element from {0, 1}L. To see that this has a negligible effect on A’s

advantage, we exploit the min entropy guarantee on the responses that are used

as inputs of h. The Leftover Hash Lemma ensures that |AdvGame 3
A −AdvGame 2

A |

is negligible.

Game 4: In this game, the simulator modifies the simulation of the Test oracle:

instead of the correct session key, a uniformly at random chosen element in

the codomain of the collision-resistant pseudorandom function is returned. The

replacement of h(r
(1)
i0

) in Game 3 with a random element implies that the ith0 key

ki0, and therewith K is random. The pseudorandom guarantee of FK ensures

that |AdvGame 4
A − AdvGame 3

A | is negligible.

With AdvGame 4
A = 0, the claimed key secrecy follows. �

We propose the first group key agreement protocol based on PUFs, avoiding the

random oracle model, and avoiding intractability assumptions of the factoring or

discrete logarithm problem.
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CHAPTER 3

HYBRID ENCRYPTION

3.1 BACKGROUND

Hybrid encryption combines a key encapsulation mechanism (KEM) and a data en-

capsulation mechanism (DEM) to achieve privacy [62, 21, 61]. The evolution of hybrid

encryption has seen increased efficiency [24, 46], increased message space size [21, 61],

and reduced assumptions on the asymmetric component while still achieving a secure

scheme [38, 29]. Additional KEM designs have also been presented [7, 22, 2, 36, 23],

illustrating a variety of applications.

Unruh shows that the original Fujisaki-Okamoto transformation [24] is not secure

in the QROM, but presents a modified version [69] that achieves IND-CCA security

in the QROM. We alter the protocol by replacing the asymmetric encryption scheme

with a KEM to determine how security will be affected, if at all. With this change,

we also allow the random seed used in the encapsulation algorithm to be simply a

random string and not a hash value. Hofheinz et al. [28] produce transformations in

the QROM to produce IND-CCA secure KEMs, with one that is the KEM variant

of [69]. Like [69] we require the asymmetric component to be one-time secure and

well-spread, and we require the symmetric component to be one-time secure. In this

chapter , we present two constructions with their corresponding communication costs.

3.2 FRAMEWORK AND TOOLS

We propose a generic hybrid encryption scheme ΠHY = (Gen,Enc,Dec) by combining

a key encapsulation mechanism with a symmetric key encryption scheme using two
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hash functions. Let ΠKEM = (KEM.Gen,KEM.Enc,KEM.Dec) be a key encapsulation

mechanism with coinspace COINKEM = {0, 1}n1 , key space KKEM = {0, 1}n2 , and

ciphertext space CKEM = {0, 1}n3 . The parameters n1, n2, n3 depend on the security

parameter n and should each be of size 2ω(logn). A key encapsulation mechanism

ΠKEM consists of the following three algorithms:

KEM.Gen(1n)→ (pk, sk)

KEM.Enc(1n, pk; r)→ (k, c)

KEM.Dec(c, sk)→ (k, r) or ⊥ .

Let ΠSYM = (SYM.Enc, SYM.Dec) be a symmetric encryption scheme with key space

KSYM, and message space MSYM. We define two hash functions:

H : {0, 1}n2 → KSYM

G : {0, 1}n1+n3 → {0, 1}l

We will replace these hash functions with random functions and allow quantum oracle

access to the adversary in the following sequence of games.

The hybrid encryption scheme Enc, on input m and security parameter n runs as

follows:

1. Gen runs KEM.Gen(1n) to produce (pk, sk)

2. Enc chooses r
$←− COINKEM, then runs KEM.Enc(1n, pk; r) = (k, c). Enc defines

α := c

β := SYM.EncG(k)(m)

γ := H(k||r)

3. Enc returns ciphertext (α, β, γ)

The hybrid decryption scheme Dec, on input (α, β, γ), sk runs as follows:

1. Compute (k, r) := KEM.Dec(α, sk). If value is ⊥, return ⊥.

2. If γ 6= H(k||r), return ⊥.

3. Otherwise, m := SYM.DecG(k)(β). Return m.
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3.3 SECURITY DEFINITIONS

Definition 3.3.1 (One-Way Secure) A key encapsulation mechanism ΠKEM = (KEM

.Gen,KEM.Enc,KEM.Dec) is one-way secure if no quantum polynomial-time adversary

A can win in the GameOW
A,ΠKEM(n) game, except with probability at most negl(n)KEM:

KeyGen: The challenger C runs KEM.Gen(1n) to obtain a pair of keys (pk, sk)

Query: C selects r
$←− COINKEM and runs KEM.Enc(1n, pk; r) to obtain a random key

and ciphertext pair (k, c). C sends c to A.

Guess: The adversary on input (pk, c) produces a bit string k′ and wins if k = k′.

Remark 3.3.1 Note that Definition 3.3 is a weaker security notion than IND-CCA.

Definition 3.3.2 (δ-spread) A key encapsulation mechanism ΠKEM = (KEM.Gen,

KEM.Enc,KEM.Dec) is δ-spread if for every pk generated by KEM.Gen(1n),

maxy∈{0,1}∗ Pr[y = c|(k, c)← KEM.Enc(1n, pk; r), r
$←− COINKEM] ≤ 1

2−δ
.

As defined, by [25, 69], we say that the KEM ΠKEM is well-spread if δ = ω(log(n)).

Definition 3.3.3 (One-Time Secure) A symmetric encryption scheme ΠSYM = (SYM

.Enc, SYM.Dec) is one-time secure if no quantum polynomial-time adversary A can

win in game GameOT
A,ΠSYM(n), except with probability at most 1

2
+ negl(n)SYM:

KeyGen: The challenger C picks a key k
$←− KSYM

Query: On input 1n, A chooses two messages m0,m1 of the same length and sends

them to the challenger. C chooses b
$←− {0, 1} and responds with

c
$←− SYM.Enck(mb)

Guess: A produces a bit b′ and wins if b = b′.
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Definition 3.3.4 (IND-CCA in the Quantum Random Oracle Model) A hybrid en-

cryption scheme ΠHY = (Gen,Enc,Dec) is indistinguishable under chosen ciphertext

attack in the quantum random oracle model if no efficient quantum adversary A can

win in the GameCCA−QRO
A,ΠHY (n), except with probability at most 1

2
+ negl(n):

KeyGen: The challenger runs Gen on input n, which runs KEM.Gen(1n) to produce

(pk, sk).

Query: The adversary A is given the public key pk along with classical access to the

decryption oracle and quantum access to the random oracles G,H. A chooses

two messages m0,m1 of the same length and sends them to the challenger C. C

chooses b
$←− {0, 1} and responds with c← Encpk(mb).

Guess: A continues to send classical decryption queries to Dec, but may not query

c. A also sends quantum queries to random oracles G,H. A produces a bit b′

and wins if b = b′.

3.4 A HYBRID ENCRYPTION SCHEME IN THE QROM

Theorem 3.4.1 The hybrid scheme ΠHY is IND-CCA secure in the quantum oracle

model if ΠKEM is one-way secure and well-spread, and if ΠSYM is one-time secure.

Proof 3.4.1 We define a sequence of games to prove this theorem. The first game,

Game 0, is the standard IND-CCA game for ΠHY. Let Ahy be a polynomial-time

adversary that attacks ΠHY in the sense of IND-CCA in the quantum random oracle

model. Suppose Ahy makes at most qG, qH quantum queries to random oracles G and

H, respectively and qdec classical decryption queries. Set qhy := qG + qH + qdec + 1, the

total number of queries the adversary Ahy may make, including the challenge query.

Let ΩH be the set of all functions H : {0, 1}n2+n3 → {0, 1}l. Let ΩG be the set

of all functions G : {0, 1}n2 → KSYM. Game 0 shows the IND-CCA game played
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by adversary Ahy in the quantum setting where the adversary Ahy has access to the

random oracles G,H and classical access to the hybrid decryption oracle Dec.

Figure 3.1: Game 0

Generate:

H
$←− ΩH

G
$←− ΩG

(pk, sk)
$←− KEM.Gen(1n)

r
$←− COINKEM

m0,m1 ← AG,H,Dec
hy (pk)

b
$←− {0, 1}

Challenge ciphertext:

(k∗, c∗)
$←− KEM.Enc(1n, pk; r)

α∗ ← c∗

β∗ ← SYM.EncG(k∗)(mb)

γ∗ ← H(k∗||r)

Guess:

b′ ← AG,H,Dec
hy (α∗, β∗, γ∗)

Return b = b′

In Game 1 we replace Dec with Dec∗, an oracle that will not decrypt any ciphertext

(α, β, γ) such that α = α∗ where (α∗, β∗, γ∗) is the challenge ciphertext.

The decryption oracle Dec∗, on input (α, β, γ), sk runs as follows:

1. If α∗ is defined and α = α∗, return ⊥.

2. Else, compute (k, r) := KEM.Dec(α, sk).

If value is ⊥, then query H on random (k̃||r̃) 6= (k∗||r∗) and return ⊥.

Else, compute H(k||r). If γ 6= H(k||r), return ⊥.
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3. Otherwise, compute G(k). Let m := SYM.DecG(k)(β). Return m.

Lemma 3.4.2 If the KEM ΠKEM is one-way secure, then

|Pr[1← Game 0]− Pr[1← Game 1]| < negl(n)KEM.

Figure 3.2: Game 1

Generate:

H
$←− ΩH

G
$←− ΩG

(pk, sk)
$←− KEM.Gen(1n)

r
$←− COINKEM

m0,m1 ← AG,H,Dec∗

hy (pk)

b
$←− {0, 1}

Challenge ciphertext:

(k∗, c∗)
$←− KEM.Enc(1n, pk; r)

α∗ ← c∗

β∗ ← SYM.EncG(k∗)(mb)

γ∗ ← H(k∗||r)

Guess:

b′ ← AG,H,Dec∗

hy (α∗, β∗, γ∗)

Return b = b′

Proof 3.4.2 We prove this lemma by listing all possible ways that Ahy can differ-

entiate between the two games. Suppose Ahy submits decryption query (α, β, γ). If

α∗ is not defined or if α 6= α∗, then both Dec and Dec∗ will return the same output.

Therefore, we analyze the cases where α∗ is defined and α = α∗.

Case 1: (α = α∗, β = β∗, γ 6= γ∗), (α = α∗, β 6= β∗, γ 6= γ∗)
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α = α∗ implies that KEM.Dec(α, sk) = KEM.Dec(α∗, sk). Then,

(k||r) = (k∗||r∗)

H(k||r) = H(k∗||r∗)

γ = γ∗

In this case, both decryption oracles will return ⊥.

Case 2: (α = α∗, β 6= β∗, γ = γ∗)

Again, α = α∗ implies that k = k∗. Since β 6= β∗,

SYM.EncG(k)(m) 6= SYM.EncG(k∗)(mb)

SYM.EncG(k∗)(m) 6= SYM.EncG(k∗)(mb)

m 6= mb

The probability of Ahy recovering k∗ from α∗ is negl(n)KEM by one-way security

of ΠKEM.

Case 3: (α = α∗, β = β∗, γ = γ∗)

This query can never happen. �

In Game 2, we will replace G(k) and H(k||r) with random strings. The quantum

random oracle access given to Ahy will require us to apply Unruh’s One Way to Hiding

Lemma [70] in order to compute an upper bound on the success probability between

Games 1 and 2.

Lemma 3.4.3 One Way to Hiding Lemma: Let H : {0, 1}l1 → {0, 1}l2 be a random

oracle. Consider an oracle algorithm A1 that makes at most q queries to H. Let C1

be an oracle algorithm that on input x does the following:

1. Pick i
$←− {1, . . . , q}, y $←− {0, 1}l2

2. Run AH1 (x, y) until (just before) the i-th query.
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3. Measure the argument of the query in the computational basis and return the

measurement outcome. If AH1 makes less than i queries to H, then return ⊥.

Let P 1
A, P

2
A, PC be defined as follows:

P 1
A := Pr[b′ = 1|H $←− ΩH , x

$←− {0, 1}l1 , b′ ← AH1 (x,H(x))]

P 2
A := Pr[b′ = 1|H $←− ΩH , x

$←− {0, 1}l1 , b′ ← AH1 (x, y)]

PC := Pr[x′ = x|H $←− ΩH , x
$←− {0, 1}l1 , x′ ← CH1 (x, i)]

Then

|P 1
A − P 2

A| ≤ 2q
√
PC.

By this lemma, the indistinguishability by an attacker A1 between H(x) and y is shown

to be bounded above by the probability that C can recover x. We now introduce Game

2, which replaces G(k) and H(k||r) with random strings.

Lemma 3.4.4 If the symmetric encryption scheme ΠSYM is one-time secure, then

Pr[1← Game 2] = 1
2

+ negl(n)SYM.

Proof 3.4.3 We prove this lemma in the same method as [69], by constructing an

adversary ASYM against the one-time security of the symmetric encryption scheme

and show that the success probability of ASYM winning GameOT
ASY M ,ΠSY M is equal to

Pr[1← Game 2]. ASYM , on input 1n does the following:

1. Runs Gen on 1n, which runs KEM.Gen on 1n and generates a pair (pk, sk).

2. Runs AHY (pk).

3. Responds to the random oracle queries from AHY to G and H by using a 2(qH +

qdec + 1)-wise independent function and a 2(qG + qdec + 1)-wise independent

function, respectively. Responds to decryption queries as Dec∗.

4. When AHY submits challenge messages (m0,m1), ASYM does the following:
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Figure 3.3: Game 2

Generate:

H
$←− ΩH

G
$←− ΩG

(pk, sk)
$←− KEM.Gen(1n)

r
$←− COINKEM

a∗
$←− KSYM

d∗
$←− {0, 1}l

m0,m1 ← AG,H,Dec∗

hy (pk)

b
$←− {0, 1}

Challenge ciphertext:

(k∗, c∗)
$←− KEM.Enc(1n, pk; r)

α∗ ← c∗

β∗ ← SYM.Enca∗(mb)

γ∗ ← d∗

Guess:

b′ ← AG,H,Dec∗

hy (α∗, β∗, γ∗)

Return b = b′
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• Selects b
$←− {0, 1}, r $←− COINKEM, a∗ ← KSYM, d∗

$←− {0, 1}l.

• Computes (k∗, c∗)
$←− KEM.Enc(1n, pk; r) and sets α∗ = c∗, β∗ =

SYM.Enca∗(mb), and γ∗ = d∗.

• Sends (α∗, β∗, γ∗) to AHY .

5. Continue to answer oracle and decryption queries as before.

6. When AHY responds with a bit b′, outputs the same b′.

Since α∗, γ∗ do not depend on the message mb, the result follows.

We now introduce an adversary with quantum access to G and H, and a challenger

C, as described in the One Way to Hiding Lemma. Let AG×H be an adversary that

has quantum access to random oracle G×H, where (G×H)(k, r) = (G(k), H(k||r)).

The adversary AG×H on input (r∗, (a∗, d∗)) does the following:

H
$←− ΩH

G
$←− ΩG

(pk, sk)
$←− KEM.Gen(1n)

m0,m1 ← AG,H,Dec
hy (pk)

b
$←− {0, 1}

(k∗, c∗)
$←− KEM.Enc(1n, pk; r∗)

α∗ ← c∗

β∗ ← SYM.Enca∗(mb)

γ∗ ← d∗

b′ ← AG,H,Dec
hy (α∗, β∗, γ∗)

Return b=b’

The oracle algorithm CG×H on input r∗ does the following:

1. Pick i
$←− {1, . . . , q}, a∗ $←− KSYM, d∗

$←− {0, 1}l
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Figure 3.4: Game 3

Generate:

H
$←− ΩH

G
$←− ΩG

(pk, sk)
$←− KEM.Gen(1n)

r
$←− COINKEM

a∗
$←− KSYM

d∗
$←− {0, 1}l

i
$←− {1, . . . , q}

Run until the i-th query to oracle G×H

m0,m1 ← AG,H,Dec
hy (pk)

b
$←− {0, 1}

(k∗, c∗)
$←− KEM.Enc(1n, pk; r)

α∗ ← c∗

β∗ ← SYM.Enca∗(mb)

γ∗ ← d∗

b′ ← AG,H,Dec
hy (α∗, β∗, γ∗)

Measure the argument (k̄, r̄) of the i-th query to oracle G×H.

Return (k∗, r∗) = (k̄, r̄)
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2. Run AG×H(r∗, (a∗, d∗)) until (just before) the i-th query.

3. Measure the argument of the query in the computational basis and return the

measurement outcome. If AG×H makes less than i queries to G×H, then return

⊥.

With these definitions, we say P 1
A = Pr[1 ← Game 1] and P 2

A = Pr[1 ← Game 2]

for P 1
A, P

2
A as defined in the One Way to Hiding Lemma. We then define Game

3 so that PC = Pr[1 ← Game 3], for PC as defined in the lemma for oracle CG×H .

Therefore, by the One Way to Hiding Lemma,

|Pr[1← Game 1]− Pr[1← Game 2]| ≤ 2q
√

Pr[1← Game 3].

Zhandry [75] shows how to efficiently simulate quantum random oracle models. In

particular, Zhandry proves that a 2k-wise independent function H is indistinguishable

from a random function when a quantum adversary makes at most k queries to H.

Therefore, in the next game we replace the random oracle H with a 2(qH + 2dec + 1)-

wise independent function. As stated by Unruh [69], random polynomials of degree

2(qh+qdec+1)−1 over finite field GF (2l) of size 2l are 2(qh+qdec+1)-wise independent.

Let ΩH
wise be the set of all such polynomials.

By [75], Game 3 and Game 4 are identical.

With H
$←− ΩH

wise and H(k∗||r∗) = γ∗, we note that k∗||r∗ is a root of the polynomial

H − γ∗. We now replace Dec∗ with a new decryption oracle Dec∗∗.

The decryption oracle Dec∗∗ on input (α, β, γ) runs as follows.

1. If α∗ is defined and α = α∗, return ⊥.

2. Else, compute all the roots of H − γ. Let S be the set of all the roots. If there

exists (k̄||r̄) ∈ S\(k∗||r∗) such that (k̄, α) = KEM.Enc(1n, pk; r̄), then

query H on input (k̄||r̄)

query G on input k̄
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Figure 3.5: Game 4

Generate:

H
$←− ΩH

wise

G
$←− ΩG

wise

(pk, sk)
$←− KEM.Gen(1n)

r
$←− COINKEM

a∗
$←− KSYM

d∗
$←− {0, 1}l

i
$←− {1, . . . , q}

Run until the i-th query to oracle G×H

m0,m1 ← AG,H,Dec∗

hy (pk)

b
$←− {0, 1}

(k∗, c∗)
$←− KEM.Enc(1n, pk; r)

α∗ ← c∗

β∗ ← SYM.Enca∗(mb)

γ∗ ← d∗

b′ ← AG,H,Dec∗

hy (α∗, β∗, γ∗)

Measure the argument (k̄, r̄) of the i-th query to oracle G×H.

Return (k∗, r∗) = (k̄, r̄)
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Figure 3.6: Game 5

Generate:

H
$←− ΩH

wise

G
$←− ΩG

wise

(pk, sk)
$←− KEM.Gen(1n)

r
$←− COINKEM

a∗
$←− KSYM

d∗
$←− {0, 1}l

i
$←− {1, . . . , q}

Run until the i-th query to oracle G×H

m0,m1 ← AG,H,Dec∗∗

hy (pk)

b
$←− {0, 1}

(k∗, c∗)
$←− KEM.Enc(1n, pk; r)

α∗ ← c∗

β∗ ← SYM.Enca∗(mb)

γ∗ ← d∗

b′ ← AG,H,Dec∗∗

hy (α∗, β∗, γ∗)

Measure the argument (k̄, r̄) of the i-th query to oracle G×H.

Return (k∗, r∗) = (k̄, r̄)

return SYM.DecG(k̄)(β).

3. Else,

query H on random k̃||r̃ 6= (k∗||r∗).

return ⊥.

As stated in [69], finding roots of polynomial H−γ is polynomial-time computable

by Ben-Or[8] and this does not involve queries to polynomial H.

Let (α∗, β∗, γ∗) be the challenge ciphertext. Suppose that the adversary submits
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decryption query (α, β, γ). Let (k, r) := KEM.Dec(α, sk).

Case 1:(k||r) =⊥ . Both algorithms will return ⊥. Both query H on random string

(k̃, r̃) ∈ KKEM × COINKEM, but not on (k∗, r∗).

Case 2:(k||r) 6=⊥, (k||r) 6= (k∗||r∗), H(k||r) 6= γ. If α = α∗, then both decryption or-

acles return ⊥ without any queries to G,H. If α 6= α∗ then there are two

subcases.

• (a). If there exists a pair (k̄||r̄) 6= (k∗||r∗) such that the following hold

H(k̄||r̄) = γ

(k̄, α) = KEM.Enc(1k, pk, r̄),

then there are two subcases.

(i.)[r̄ 6= r] In this case, Dec∗ and Dec∗∗ will produce different outputs.

Dec∗ will query H on (k, r) 6= (k∗, r∗), will not query G, and will return ⊥.

However, Dec∗∗ with query H on (k̄, r̄) 6= (k∗||r∗) and will query G once

on k̄. In this event, Dec∗∗ will return SYM.DecG(k̄)(β).

The probability of this event is bounded above by 2−δ from the δ-spread

requirement on ΠKEM .

(ii).[r̄ = r] Since (k̄, α) = KEM.Enc(1k, pk, r̄) and r̄ = r, it follows that

k̄ = k. In this case, both decryption oracles query H once on (k||r) and

query G once on k. Both decryption oracles return SYM.DecG(k)(β).

• (b). Otherwise, Dec∗∗ will query H on random string (k̃, r̃) ∈ KKEM ×

COINKEM, but not on (k∗, r∗) and will not query G. Dec∗ will query H on

(k||r) and will not query G. Both decryption oracles will return ⊥.
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Case 3:(k||r) = (k∗||r∗), H(k||r) 6= γ or (k||r) = (k∗||r∗), H(k||r) = γ .

Note that (k||r) = (k∗||r∗) implies α = α∗, so both decryption oracles return ⊥

without any queries to G,H.

Case 4:(k||r) 6= (k∗||r∗), H(k||r) = γ . This case implies that (k||r) in S\(k∗||r∗)

and satisfies (k, α) = KEM.Enc(1k, pk, r). In this case, both decryption oracles

query H once on (k||r) and query G once on k. Both decryption oracles return

SYM.DecG(k)(β).

Combining probabilities, this yields an upper bound on the success probability in Game

0:

Pr[1← Game 0] <
1

2
+ negl(n)KEM + negl(n)SYM + 2q

√
2−ω(logn).

�

There are subtle differences between our scheme and that of [69] that impact the

final security reduction. We allow the random seed used in the asymmetric part of

the scheme to be generated without the use of a hash function. We also have fixed

length inputs to the hash functions, which allows us to only use the O2H Lemma in

[70] and not the adaptive version as applied in [69].

Likewise, we arrive at a different security reduction from the very similar construc-

tion QFO⊥m by Hofheinz et el [28] due to subtle differences. We do require that the

KEM and symmetric encryption scheme used in our hybrid scheme satisfy correctness.

We conclude that any KEM satisfying the one-way, δ-spread security notions in

the QROM can be securely combined with a one-time symmetric encryption scheme

to achieve IND-CCA security.
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CHAPTER 4

CRYPTANALYSIS OF A PROPOSAL BASED ON THE DISCRETE

LOGARITHM PROBLEM INSIDE Sn

In 2008, Doliskani et al. proposed a cryptosystem based on the discrete logarithm

problem in the symmetric group Sn and in 2012 an improvement on the cryptosys-

tem’s memory requirements was made [47]. We describe an efficient method to solve

this discrete logarithm problem, yielding a practical attack against Doliskani et al.’s

proposal.

4.1 CRYPTOSYSTEMS BASED ON THE DISCRETE LOGARITHM

PROBLEM

Discrete logarithm problems in certain cyclic groups, such as subgroups of elliptic

curves over prime fields, are a popular resource in the construction of cryptographic

primitives. Widely deployed solutions for digital signatures and key establishment rely

on the computational hardness of such discrete logarithm problems. In [31], Doliskani

et al. propose a cryptosystem, which relies on the discrete logarithm problem inside

the symmetric group Sn to be hard. We show that this hardness assumption is not

suitable by showing how to find such discrete logarithms in polynomial time. As a

consequence, the proposal in [31] must be considered as insecure.
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4.2 FINDING DISCRETE LOGARITHMS IN CYCLIC SUBGROUPS

OF Sn

Let Sn be the symmetric group on n points, represented in standard cycle notation.

Moreover, let g ∈ Sn, and h = gα some element in the cyclic group 〈g〉 generated by

g. Let |g| denote the order of g (and thus, the number of elements in 〈g〉).

When applied to the input (g, h), the following procedure returns α (mod |g|),

thereby solving the discrete logarithm problem in 〈g〉.

1. Decompose g and h into disjoint cycles

g = π1 ◦ . . . ◦ πr

h = σ1 ◦ . . . ◦ σs.

Here we include length-one cycles if needed, so that each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} occurs

in exactly one cycle.

2. Compute arrays G and H, such that the ith entry G[i] stores

• the index j of the cycle πj containing i, along with

• the position of i within this cycle (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

That is, G[i] = (j, pos(i)) would indicate that element i appears in cycle πj at

position pos(i). Analogously, in H[i] we store

• the index k of the cycle σk containing i, along with

• the position of i within this cycle (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

Similarly, H[i] = (k, pos(i)) would indicate that element i appears in cycle σj at

position pos(i).
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3. Store the first element of each cycle σj of h as First[j] in an array. Analogously,

store the second element of σj as entry Second[j] in an array.1 Note that

First[j] and Second[j] belong to the same cycle πj′ of g.

4. Use the array G to find for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} the cycle of g containing First[i]

and Second[i], and store the difference Diff[i] between their positions in an

array D. Then D[i] = (pos(Second[i]) − pos(First[i])), for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Further, compute the length of the cycle containing element i and store it in a

list L.

5. The solution α is congruent to each residue D(i) modulo L(i) for each 1 ≤ i ≤

|D|. Compute α with the Chinese Remainder Theorem (see, e. g., in [11]).

Theorem 4.2.1 The discrete logarithm in the symmetric group Sn is efficiently com-

putable, and can be solved in O(n2(log n)2) following the method presented above.

Proof. Let g be an element of Sn. Then g is a bijection between at most n elements.

To express g in cycle notation, fix the first element of n elements and call this value

c1. Perform a look-up and find the image of c1 under g. If the image is equal to c1,

close the cycle and replace the value of c1 with c1 + 1. If the image is not equal to c1,

then store the image of c1 to the cycle, replace the value of c1 with c1 + 1 and repeat.

There will be at most n look-ups and n stored integers between 1 to n. The tables

G,H each contain 2n integers. Therefore this step costs O(n).

There are at most n cycles in gα, so the stored lists First, Second are at most n

integers long. This requires storing at most 2n integers.

For each 1 ≤ i ≤ |First|, perform a look-up in table G to determine to which cycle

of g First[i] belongs. This requires at most n
2

look-ups. Look up the position numbers

of Second[i] and First[i] and subtract. This requires at most O(n) computations plus

O(n) look-ups.

1For a length-one cycle, we can just set Second[j]=First[j].
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The final step requires that we solve at most |D| modular arithmetic equations,

where the moduli are not necessarily coprime. |D| ≤ n
2
, so let k =

⌈
n
2

⌉
. Let

α ≡ D[1] mod L[1] (4.1)

α ≡ D[2] mod L[2] (4.2)

. . . (4.3)

α ≡ D[k] mod L[k] (4.4)

denote the system of congruences found in the final step of the given method,

where each L]i] is the length of a cycle of g. As in [11], letm = lcm(L[1], L[2], . . . , L[k]).

The remaining steps follow closely to the proof of Theorem 2 in [11]. Compute

the solution to the first two congruences

α ≡ D[1] mod L[1] (4.5)

α ≡ D[2] mod L[2], (4.6)

call this solution α1. There exists integers t, s such that gcd(L[1], L[2]) = tL[1] +

sL[2]. By [11] we know the solution is α1 = D[1] + tL[1], which is moreover unique

mod lcm(L[1], L[2]). According to [72], this application of Extended Euclidean Algo-

rithm has a cost O(logL[1] logL[2]). We bound this complexity above by O((log n)2).

Next, consider the two equivalences

α ≡ α1 mod lcm(L[1], L[2]) (4.7)

α ≡ D[3] mod L[3]. (4.8)

Compute the solution to this pair of congruences as above, and call this solution

α2. The cost of computing α2 is O(log lcm(L[1], L[2]) logL[3]) = O(2 log n log n) =

O(2(log n)2). Iterate this step until the k equivalences are reduced to 2. The solution

to the last pair of equivalences is the solution, α.
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There will be at most n − 1 applications of the Extended Euclidean Algorithm,

with total complexity in O(
∑n−1

k=1 k(log n)2) = O(n2(log n)2).

We compare this complexity with the maximal order of a group element in Sn.

Jean-Pierre Massias (see [39, 40, 32]) determined that for any group element g ∈ Sn,

it holds that ln |g| ≤ O(
√
n log n) . Since the complexity of our method is polynomial

in the upper bound of ln |g|, we say our attack runs in polynomial time.

4.3 CORRECTNESS

Theorem 4.3.1 Let Sn be the symmetric group on n points. For any g ∈ Sn and

h ∈ 〈g〉 such that h = gα, the above algorithm computes α given g, h, n.

Proof 4.3.1 Let g = π1◦. . .◦πr and suppose the algorithm returns ᾱ ≡ D[i] mod L[i]

for i ∈ {1, . . . , |H|} for D,L,H as described above. We proceed by showing that

gᾱ = h. Since the πi are disjoint,

gᾱ = (π1 ◦ . . . ◦ πr)ᾱ (4.9)

= πᾱ1 ◦ . . . ◦ πᾱr . (4.10)

There exist non-negative ki such that ᾱ = kiL[i] + D[i] for i ∈ {1, . . . , |H|}. Then

Equation [4.10] is equal to

π
k1L[1]+D[1]
1 ◦ . . . ◦ πkrL[r]+D[r]

r . (4.11)

The order of πi is L[i] for each i ∈ {1, . . . , |H|}, so Equation [4.11] is equal to

π
D[1]
1 ◦ . . . ◦ πD[r]

r . (4.12)

To show that gᾱ = h, we evaluate gᾱ(First[i]) and show that the result is Second[i].

Let G(First[i]) = (l, pos(First[i])). Since (First[i]), (Second[i]) belong to the same

cycle of g, then G(Second[i]) = (l, pos(Second[i])). It follows that

π
D[i]
1 ◦ . . . ◦ πD[r]

r (First[i]) = π
D[l]
l (First[i]). (4.13)
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To see how π
D[r]
l actions on element First[i], we note that

π
D[r]
l (G(First[i])) = (l, pos(First[i]) +D[i]) (4.14)

= (l, [pos(First[i]) + (pos(Second[i])− pos(First[i])]) (4.15)

= (l, pos(Second[i])) (4.16)

= G(Second[i]). (4.17)

This holds for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |H|}, so the resulting permutation satisfies gᾱ = h. �

4.4 IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed attack has been implemented in Magma V2.21 on a personal computer.

A small example of the attack is as follows. Suppose that n = 100 for Sn and

g = (1, 12, 90, 19, 7, 30, 44, 72, 57, 55, 34, 81, 82, 17, 54, 21, 80, 94, 35, 11, 85, 100)(2, 9, 83,

87, 45, 13, 67, 24, 78, 4, 16, 32, 65, 51, 29, 33, 22, 59, 50, 69, 56, 58, 43, 31, 47, 96, 91, 92,

15, 75, 86, 49, 68, 88, 95, 36, 63, 23, 71, 98, 42, 28, 64, 8, 38, 40)(3, 10, 97, 48, 74, 39, 46,

60, 89, 5)(6, 26, 79, 25, 20, 76)(14, 84, 37, 53, 61, 70, 73)(18, 99, 93, 66, 62, 27, 77, 41).

The order of g is |g| = 212520. Given the public key (g, g178705), the adversary

attempts to recover the private key α = 178705.

Following the attack presented above, the adversary stores tables

D = [21, 41, 5,−5, 1, 5, 2, 1, 5,−5, 0]

and

L = [22, 46, 10, 10, 6, 10, 7, 8, 10, 10, 1].

Further, she knows that α is congruent to D[i] modulo L[i] for each i up to the length

of these tables. Applying the general Chinese Remainder Theorem yields a solution

α = 178705. Moreover, 128-bit security was broken in two hours with n = 16000 for

Sn.
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The presented cryptanalysis shows that the discrete logarithm problem is effi-

ciently computable in the symmetric group. To this end, we discourage the use of

any cryptosystem based on the DLP in Sn.
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CHAPTER 5

CRYPTANALYSIS OF A BIOMETRIC VISUAL AUTHENTICATION

PROPOSAL USING FACE IMAGES

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Biometric authentication systems are employed worldwide, in both public and private

sectors. For example, facial and fingerprint recognition systems are valuable border

control tools, and are currently deployed by the United States via the Global En-

try program 1 as well as at automated border patrols in the Frankfurt Rhein-Main

international airport 2. Biometric authentication systems are convenient for users,

requiring no generation and memorization of passwords. However, there is a greater

risk in the event that the database storing biometric information is compromised

or hacked. One may always create a new password, but one cannot easily create

a new face or fingerprint. Thus confidentiality and privacy of biometric data is of

supreme importance. The sensitive nature of enrolled biometric information requires

heightened security and privacy measures of cryptographic protocols in biometrics.

There are several techniques to design secure biometric schemes. Some examples are

biometric cryptosystems [30], cancelable biometrics [52], secure multiparty computa-

tion, encryption, private information retrieval [17, 5, 68, 6, 10], and hybrid biometrics

[18, 27].

Biometric visual cryptography (BVC) [42, 54] is another approach to design se-

cure and privacy-preserving biometric systems. Visual cryptography (VC) allows for

concealment of a secret image such that the recovery procedure does not require any

1http://www.cbp.gov/travel/trusted-traveler-programs/global-entry
2http://www.easypass.de/EasyPass/EN/Service/FAQ/captured-data.html
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computation. The main ingredient of a classical visual cryptographic construction

is a (t, n)-threshold secret sharing scheme [59, 9], where a secret is divided into n

shares and the secret can be recovered if t or more shares are available. Otherwise,

a collection of less than t shares is not supposed to reveal any information about the

secret. For example, when t = n = 2, a secret image is divided into two secret shares

such that none of the shares reveal any information about the original image. The

original image can be reconstructed only when both shares are combined together.

Therefore, VC enjoys the fact that sensitive information can securely be distributed

over several databases rather than storing it in a central database. Naor and Shamir

[44] are credited with the first visual cryptographic scheme using a (t, n)-threshold

secret sharing scheme. In the case t = 2, reconstruction of an image in [44] is achieved

by overlaying any of the 2 out of n secret shares, where the shares are in the form

of transparencies. Semantic security is achieved in [44] because secret transparencies

are indistinguishable from random transparencies, whence they do not reveal any in-

formation about the original image. [3] extends the work in [44] and establishes a

framework for visual cryptography for general access structures while preserving se-

mantic security. In [44], the authors discuss how to extend their scheme (from VC to

Extended VC (e-VC)) so that the shares of a secret image looks like meaningful im-

ages rather than random transparencies. This approach is further extended [4, 42] to

work with natural images and to improve the quality of output images. The extension

of VC to e-VC in biometrics is motivated in [54] as follows:

Since these sheets (shared secrets) appear as a random set of pixels, they

may pique the curiosity of an interceptor by suggesting the existence of a

secret image. To mitigate this concern, the sheets could be reformulated

as natural images as stated by Naor and Shamir.

It is noted in [42] that there is a trade-off between the image quality and the security,

and that their e-VC scheme is not perfectly secure. It is also noted that security as-
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Figure 5.1: An e-VC scheme for securing face images [54].

sessments should take the human perception into account. Similarly, [54] reports on

an implementation of an e-VC scheme for securing face images. In particular, equal

error rates are presented with respect to a various set of parameters and databases,

and the security of their scheme is discussed based on experiments. Based on ex-

perimental results in [54], several security claims are made. For example, based on

Experiment 7 in [54], it is stated that exposing the identity of a secret face image by

using the sheets alone is difficult. On the contrary, the picture taken from [54] (see

Figure 5.1) suggests that a single sheet of a secret image reveals significant informa-

tion about the image itself. Similarly, based on Experiment 8 in [54], it is stated that

performing cross-matching across different applications is difficult.

In summary, we are not aware of a concrete formal security analysis of the pro-

tocols proposed and implemented in [42] and [54]. Several other visual biometric au-

thentication schemes exist such as [43, 51, 54, 53], but there is no formal framework

for analyzing biometric visual cryptographic schemes and quantifying their security

claims.

In this chapter, we extend our initial study [33] on the formal security analysis

of biometric e-VC schemes (e-BVC). In [33], we proposed a general framework to

help assess the security of e-BVC, and we formalized the notion of perfect resistance
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against false authentication. In this chapter, we extend our framework with respect

to indistinguishability and index privacy notions. As a result, we attempt a compre-

hensive theoretical analysis of e-BVC, and also discuss the practical impact of our

framework and analysis on some recent implementations of biometric authentication

schemes. In summary, our overall contributions are as follows:

1. In Section 5.2, we develop a framework and describe BVC schemes generically

under our framework. In particular, we show how the face recognition protocol,

recently proposed by Ross and Othman [54], fits our framework. In our analysis

and examples, we choose [54] because, to our knowledge, it stands as the state-

of-the-art e-BVC implementation with the most reasonable false accept and

false reject rates. Moreover, [54] includes detailed security discussions with

very strong security claims. However, none of the claims were proven due to

the lack of a formal framework. Therefore, [54] is a natural choice to emphasize

the practical impact of our framework.

2. In Section 5.3, we formalize the security notion of sheet indistinguishability and

define perfect indistinguishability for BVC schemes. We present two attacks

for challenging sheet indistinguishability, namely a guessing attack and a new

distinguishing attack. As a result, we are able to provide a necessary condition

for a BVC scheme to achieve perfect indistinguishability ; see Corollary 5.3.2.1.

Our case analysis in Section 5.3.3 shows that the face recognition protocol in

[54] does not achieve perfect indistinguishability.

3. In order to demonstrate the practical impact of our indistinguishability notion,

we introduce the index recovery notion and define perfect index privacy for BVC

schemes in Section 5.4. We present a new index recovery attack and obtain a

necessary condition for satisfying perfect index privacy; see Corollary 5.4.3.1.

In particular, we show that [54] does not achieve perfect index privacy; see Sec-
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tion 5.4.2. We find that the success probability of an adversary can be at least

twice better than that of random guess when attacking certain implementations

in [54].

4. In Section 5.5, we formalize the notion of perfect resistance against false au-

thentication under our framework and show that our formalization captures

the traditional false acceptance attack under plausible assumptions; see Defini-

tion 5.5.1 and Remark 5.5.1. In Section 5.5.2, we propose a new and generic

strategy for attacking e-BVC schemes. As an application, we present a case

analysis for a recent implementation of a face recognition protocol in [54]. We

disprove some of the security claims in [54] and verify that [54] does not achieve

perfect resistance against false authentication. More concretely, we show that

an adversary can utilize our new attack and authenticate with probability of

success greater than 0.45.

5. As a result of our framework and analysis, we are able to derive a new and

quantifiable upper bound on the security of e-BVC schemes; see Remark 5.5.3.

5.2 FRAMEWORK

Visual biometric authentication protocols require an enrollment and an authentica-

tion phase. During enrollment, a biometric image is captured and decomposed into,

say n, obfuscated images. These decomposed components of the image are then dis-

tributed into n databases. During the authentication phase, some biometric image is

captured and systematically compared against reconstructed images. Here, input to

the reconstruction procedure is a subset of images held in the databases. This com-

parison is performed through a matching algorithm that computes a matching score.

The matching score must exceed a certain value, so called a matching threshold, for

a successful authentication.
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To illustrate this idea, we elaborate on one of the biometric authentication proto-

cols proposed in [54]. During the enrollment phase proposed in the face recognition

scheme in [54], a biometric image is decomposed into two other face images, called

sheets. The sheets are stored in separate databases, and according to security claim

in [54] the individual sheets do not reveal the identity of the private face image. In

fact, the private image is supposed to be recovered only when both sheets are present.

The reconstruction is performed by superimposing the two sheet images to recover

the original biometric image. This process of overlaying images is equivalent to the

OR operator at the bit level [54]. Finally, the authentication of an image α requires

the ORing of all pairs of sheet images until one ORed pair is a match with α with

respect to a given matching threshold. We formalize this concept as follows.

Let Ω be a space of biometric images and S a space of images (not necessarily

biometric). Note that Ω is a subset of S. In the following, M is a well-ordered set

with “≥” the comparison operator. Our framework requires the following oracles.

Decomposition is defined by the function

Dn : Ω→ S × S × · · · × S︸ ︷︷ ︸
n copies

,

which decomposes one biometric image into n images (a.k.a. sheets), not nec-

essarily biometric.

Reconstruction is defined by the function

Rt : S × S × · · · × S︸ ︷︷ ︸
t copies

→ Ω,

which takes t sheets as input, and constructs a biometric image.

Matching is defined by the function

M : Ω× Ω→M,
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which outputs some matching score m0 ∈ M given a pair of biometric images

as input.

Authentication is defined by the function

Am : Ω× S × S × · · · × S︸ ︷︷ ︸
t copies

→ {0, 1},

where m ∈ M is the matching threshold of the authentication protocol. Am

takes a tuple (α, s1, s2, . . . st), α ∈ Ω, si ∈ S as input. Suppose β = Rt(s1, s2, . . . ,

st) and m0 = M(α, β). Then the output of Am is 1 if m0 ≥ m, indicating a

successful authentication. Otherwise, Am outputs 0.

Suppose now that Dn(α) = (s1, s2, . . . sn) and β = Rt(si1 , si2 , . . . , sit), where

ij ∈ {1, . . . , n} are pairwise distinct. For the robustness of a system, it is expected

that M(α, β) = m0 ≥ m. That is, Am(α, si1 , si2 , . . . , sit) = 1.

We denote a BVC scheme by the tuple (Ω, S,M,Dn,Rt,M,Am).

Naor and Shamir in our framework: As mentioned earlier in Section 5.1, Naor and

Shamir [44] pioneered visual cryptography. It is easy to observe that construction of

secret transparencies from an image (using a (t, n)-visual secret sharing scheme) and

the reconstruction of the original image from transparencies in [44] are captured by

our oracles Dn and Rt. Naor and Shamir’s (extended visual) cryptographic scheme

can be naturally extended to a biometric authentication scheme with the addition of

matching and authentication algorithms M and Am. We denote Naor and Shamir’s

extended biometric authentication scheme by NS-e-BVC throughout the rest of this

chapter.

Ross and Othman Scheme in our framework: The face recognition protocol pre-

sented by Ross and Othman in [54] fits our framework with t = n = 2 as follows.
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The protocol employs a preselected collection of face images, called host images .

Once a face image α is presented for enrollment, an Active Appearance Model (AAM)

is created, as outlined in [20, 67], based on facial landmarks and textures. Once

the AAM has been created, the image undergoes annotation and has an associated

registration cost. These factors determine which two host images h1, h2 are selected

for the given image. These three images (α, h1, h2) are then sent through a digital

halftoning and pixel expansion process before α is decomposed into two sheets. We

may denote this decomposition in our framework as:

D2(α) = (s1(α), s2(α)). (5.1)

The reconstruction algorithm is performed by stacking the two sheet images atop

each other. This is computed as the binary OR operation on each pair of bits in the

sheets. We may denote this process in our framework as:

R2(s1, s2) = s1 ⊕ s2, (5.2)

where ⊕ denotes the binary OR operator.

Due to the nature of the digital halftoning and pixel expansion process, the stack-

ing of sheets will not fully reconstruct the original image α. However, the face image

will be recognizable to the human visual system as well as by the matching soft-

ware. These claims are supported by experimental results in [54]. The matching

and authentication oracles M and Am are implemented by the Verilook SDK [45].

We denote Ross and Othman’s extended biometric authentication scheme (for face

recognition) by RO-e-BVC throughout the rest of this chapter.

As mentioned earlier in Section 5.1, RO-e-BVC is based on a further extension of

e-VC, which improves on the quality of output images. The main motivation is to

improve on the performance (e.g. equal error rates) of the biometric scheme. The

trade-off between image quality and security is already noted in [42] even though we

are not aware of a concrete analysis of this trade-off. On the contrary, some strong
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security properties about RO-e-BVC are claimed in [54]. In Section 5.3, we attempt

to quantify the security of BVC schemes with respect to several security notions

including indistinguishability and index privacy. In particular, we show that RO-e-

BVC in [54] does not achieve perfect security. We also demonstrate some practical

attacks on RO-e-BVC.

5.3 INDISTINGUISHABILITY NOTION

In this section, we define the sheet indistinguishability notion for BVC schemes. Our

motivation is to measure the advantage of an adversary who is trying to distinguish

between pairs of genuine and imposter biometric images, defined below, by exploiting

the sheets of the images. Note that adversaries should not have any non-trivial ad-

vantage in an ideal BVC scheme because a sheet of a biometric image is not supposed

to reveal any information about the image itself.

First, we recall some common definitions in biometrics. A genuine pair is a pair

of biometric images or some cryptographic transformation of images derived from the

same person or entity. An imposter pair is a pair of biometric images which do not

correspond to the same person. Given some matching oracle M and authentication

oracle Am, we define a Genuine Accept as the event that the matching oracle M

computes a matching score m0 ≥ m, given a genuine pair of biometric images. That is,

Am(α, β) = 1 for a genuine pair (α, β). A False Reject is the event that Am(α, β) = 0

for a genuine pair (α, β). A Genuine Reject is the event that M computes m0 < m,

given an imposter pair. That is, Am(α, β) = 0 for an imposter pair (α, β). A False

Accept is the event that Am(α, β) = 1 for an imposter pair (α, β). False Reject Rate

FRR(m) with respect to a matching threshold m is computed by counting the number

of false rejects found from a list of genuine pairs, and dividing this number by the size

of the list. Similarly, False Accept Rate FAR(m) with respect to a matching threshold

m is computed by counting the number of false accepts found from a list of imposter
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pairs, and diving this number by the size of the list.

5.3.1 Indistinguishability game

Let (Ω, S,M,Dn,Rt,M,Am) represent a BVC scheme. For simplicity, we assume

t = n = 2. We define the sheet indistinguishability of BVC with the following game

GIND. Our definition is inspired from the indistinguishability definition in [64]. In

GIND, A is a computationally bounded adversary and C represents a challenger.

Indistinguishability Game GIND.

1. The challenger C generates a private biometric data α ∈ Ω uniformly at random.

2. C selects uniformly at random a bit b ∈ {0, 1}. If b = 0, then C generates

another private biometric data β ∈ Ω uniformly at random such that (α, β) is

an imposter pair. If b = 1, then C generates some private biometric data β ∈ Ω

uniformly at random such that (α, β) is a genuine pair. The challenger sends

the pair (s1(α), s1(β)) to the adversary, where D2(α) = (s1(α), s2(α)) as before.

3. A guesses b′ ∈ {0, 1}. A wins GIND if b′ = b.

We define the success probability of A in GIND as Pr[b′ = b], and the advantage of

A attacking an e-BVC scheme in GIND as

AdvINDA =

∣∣∣∣Pr[b′ = b]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ .
We say that an e-BVC scheme preserves sheet indistinguishability if AdvINDA is neg-

ligible for all possible A. In particular, we say an e-BVC achieves perfect indistin-

guishability if AdvINDA = 0 for all possible A.

5.3.2 Indistinguishability attacks

In this section, we analyze the security of a general e-BVC scheme with respect to

the indistinguishability notion defined in Section 5.3.1.
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Guessing Attack Suppose the adversaryA plays the indistinguishability game GIND.

Then A receives some tuple (s1(α), s1(β)) from the challenger C and tries to produce a

bit b′ so that b′ = b. In the guessing attack, A guesses b by choosing a bit b′ uniformly

at random from {0, 1}. Clearly, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.3.1 The success probability of A in the guessing attack is Pr[b′ = b] = 1
2

and the advantage of A is AdvINDA = 0.

In order to gain a non-trivial adversarial advantage (rather than AdvINDA = 0 as in

the case of a guessing attack), we present a new distinguishing attack (NDA), where

the adversary does not simply guess a bit b′. We assume that A is provided with

explicit definitions of algorithms and parameters in the e-BVC scheme under attack.

In particular, A is assumed to have access to the matching oracle M and knows the

matching threshold m. This is a valid assumption because many protocols, such as

[54], employ commercial software that can be purchased by anyone.

Before we describe the NDA, we define new genuine accept and genuine reject

notions. Our definitions are analogous to the standard definitions of genuine accept

and genuine reject notions except that they are specifically defined for the sheets

rather than the original biometric images.

Definition 5.3.1 Let (Ω, S,M,Dn,Rt,M,Am) be e-BVC scheme. GAR′(m) (or

simply GAR′) is defined to be a function of the matching threshold m and denotes

the rate at which M(s1(α), s1(β)) ≥ m given that (α, β) is a genuine pair. Simi-

larly, GRR′(m) (or, simply GRR′) is a function of m and denotes the rate at which

M(s1(α), s1(β)) < m given that (α, β) is an imposter pair.

GAR′ and GRR′ definitions play a key role in analyzing the success probability of

adversaries in our framework. More concretely, in an ideal e-BVC scheme one would

intuitively expect that GAR′ ≈ 0 and GRR′ ≈ 1 because a sheet of a biometric image

is not supposed to reveal any information about the image itself. In fact, our analysis
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throughout this chapter confirms this intuition and provides a quantitative security

analysis of e-BVC schemes; see Corollary 5.3.2.1 and Corollary 5.4.3.1.

A New Distinguishing Attack (NDA) Suppose A plays GIND and receives

(s1(α), s1(β)) from C. Then A queries the matching oracle M with this pair. If

the matching score m0 = M(s1(α), s1(β)) ≥ m, then the adversary outputs b′ = 1.

Otherwise, if m0 < m, the adversary outputs b′ = 0.

Theorem 5.3.2 The success probability of A in NDA is

Pr[b′ = b] =
1

2
(GAR′ + GRR′) (5.3)

and the advantage of A is

AdvINDA =
1

2
|GAR′ + GRR′ − 1|, (5.4)

Proof 5.3.1 The success probability of A in NDA can be computed as

Pr[b′ = b] = Pr[b = 0] Pr[b′ = 0|b = 0] + Pr[b = 1] Pr[b′ = 1|b = 1]

=
1

2
(Pr[b′ = 0|b = 0] + Pr[b′ = 1|b = 1]) . (5.5)

Recall that when b = 0, the challenger selects an imposter pair (α, β). In NDA,

A computes the matching score M(s1(α), s1(β)) and if this value is less than m, A

outputs b′ = 0. Similarly, when b = 1, C selects a genuine pair (α, β). A computes

the matching score M(s1(α), s1(β)) and if this value is greater than or equal to m, A

outputs b′ = 1. Therefore, we can rewrite (5.5) as follows:

Pr[b′ = b] =
1

2
Pr[M(s1(α), s1(β)) < m|(α, β) Imposter] (5.6)

+
1

2
Pr[M(s1(α), s1(β)) ≥ m|(α, β) Genuine] (5.7)

=
1

2
(GRR′ + GAR′) (5.8)

It follows that

AdvINDA =

∣∣∣∣Pr[b′ = b]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ =
1

2
|(GRR′ + GAR′)− 1|. (5.9)
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Our analysis yields a necessary condition for the perfect indistinguishability of an

e-BVC scheme as stated in the following corollary.

Corollary 5.3.2.1 An e-BVC scheme cannot achieve perfect indistinguishability if

GAR′ + GRR′ 6= 1.

Proof 5.3.2 It is clear from (5.4) that GAR′+GRR′ = 1 is necessary for the perfect

indistinguishability of a BVC scheme.

Remark 5.3.1 Satisfying the equality GAR′+ GRR′ = 1 may not guarantee the per-

fect indistinguishability of an e-BVC scheme because NDA is just one way of attacking

the system and there may exist other attack methods.

Remark 5.3.2 We have described the game GIND in which A receives the pair (s1(α),

s1(β)) from C. Similarly, GIND can be defined such that A receives (s2(α), s2(β)) from

C. The advantage of A may be different in these two cases; see Section 5.3.3 for

example.

5.3.3 A case analysis for RO-e-BVC

As described earlier in Section 5.2, a visual face recognition protocol (RO-e-BVC)

was proposed and implemented in [54]. Several experiments were conducted in [54]

to analyze the security and privacy-preserving properties of RO-e-BVC. In particular,

Experiment 7 in [54] considers the possibility of recovering a secret biometric image

given only the first (second) copies of sheet images s1(α) (s2(α)) as α runs through

all enrolled images in a given database. It is noted in [54] that experimental results

confirm the difficulty of exposing the identity of the secret face image by using the

sheets alone. However, we are not aware of a concrete analysis or a proof of this claim.

In this section, we apply our framework and security model to present a formal secu-

rity analysis of the of the RO-e-BVC scheme with respect to the indistinguishability

notion and show that RO-e-BVC does not achieve perfect indistinguishibility.
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Table 5.1: The advantage ofA in GIND: Attacking RO-e-BVC under
the new distinguishability attack.

Database IMM XM2 IMM XM2 IMM XM2
Dataset A A F F G G

(s1 vs. s1) AdvINDA 5.3 14.0 14.3 18.3 16.2 12.2
(s2 vs. s2) AdvINDA 5.8 16.2 10.0 11.7 10.5 10.7

In Experiment 7 in [54], 6 different subexperiments are performed. In particular,

the face recognition protocol in [54] is implemented for 2 different databases (IMM

and XM2VTS) and each database is considered with respect to 3 different datasets

(A, F, and G) with a various number of host images. In Table IX in [54], equal error

rates are reported in three different categories:

1. Matching reconstructed images i.e., R2((s1(α), s2(α)) vs. R2((s1(β), s2(β));

2. Matching the first sheets of the decomposed images i.e., s1(α) vs. s1(β); and

3. Matching the second sheets of the decomposed images i.e., s2(α) vs. s2(β). Note

that, an equal error rate e in the second (and third) category yields GAR′ =

GRR′ = 1− e in Theorem 5.3.2, which determines the advantage of an attacker

as

AdvINDA =
1

2
|1− 2e|.

Based on the equal error rates reported in Table IX in [54], we summarize in Ta-

ble 5.3.3 the advantage of A in GIND attacking RO-e-BVC under the new distin-

guishability attack (NDA). As seen in Table 5.3.3, various databases and datasets

yield various results. The adversarial advantage is non-zero in all of the cases and so

RO-e-BVC does not achieve perfect indistinguishability.

Remark 5.3.3 Sheet 2’s in the Indistinguishability Game (%)
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Dataset A A F F G G

Database IMM XM2 IMM XM2 IMM XM2

AdvINDA 5.8 16.2 10.0 11.7 10.5 10.7

5.4 PRACTICAL IMPACT OF THE NEW DISTINGUISHING

ATTACK: INDEX RECOVERY NOTION

In this section, we further explore the practical impact of the advantage of an adver-

sary in the indistinguishability game GIND. In particular, we argue that the adversarial

advantage can be exploited in a more practical attack scenario. We formally define

the Index Recovery Game GREC and the notion of index privacy. We show that an

adversary with non-zero advantage in GIND can be turned into an adversary with

non-zero advantage in GREC; see Corollary 5.4.3.2. We present a case analysis for the

face recognition scheme RO-e-BVC [54] and show that RO-e-BVC does not achieve

perfect index privacy.

5.4.1 A practical attack scenario

Consider a user, Alice, who is enrolled in two service providers, say S1 and S2, with

her biometric images α and β, respectively. We may assume that both S1 and S2

employ the same biometric visual cryptographic system BVC for authentication pur-

poses. This is a valid assumption because, for example, RO-e-BVC [54] (with the

same host image datasets) can be deployed by two different service providers in prac-

tice. We further assume that the underlying BVC is represented in our framework

with (D2,R2,M,Am). In particular, S1 will decompose Alice’s biometric informa-

tion α into two sheets s1(α) and s2(α) and store them separately in two independent

databases. Similarly, S2 will decompose Alice’s biometric information β into two

sheets s1(β) and s2(β) and store them separately in two independent databases. Note

that α and β may not be identical even though they form a genuine pair.
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Now, suppose that an adversary A obtains one sheet image of Alice’s biometric

information, s1(α), from a database of S1 and that A knows Alice is a member of

S2. A is assumed to have access to the first sheets s1,j of the decomposed biometric

images in S2’s database but not the second sheets s2,j.
3 The adversary’s objective is

to recover the index j such that s1,j = s1(β). Recovering index j potentially exposes

sensitive information related to Alice which has been stored in the service provider.

In the case of a gym or fitness center, birthdate, contact information, frequency of

visits, and more may be attached to the user’s index.

We formalize the index recovery attack through the index recovery game GREC.

Let (Ω, S,M,Dn,Rt,M,Am) represent a BVC scheme. For simplicity, we assume

t = n = 2. In GREC, A is a computationally bounded adversary and C represents a

challenger.

Index Recovery Game GREC

1. The challenger C generates a private biometric data α ∈ Ω uniformly at random.

2. Using the decomposition oracle D2, C generates N pairs of biometric sheets

D2(βj) = (s1,j, s2,j) such that (α, βj) is a genuine pair for exactly k indices chosen

uniformly at random with 1 ≤ k < N . C also generates D2(α) = (s1(α), s2(α)).

3. C sends s1(α) and {s1,j}Nj=1 to the adversary A.

4. A outputs an integer j and wins if (α, βj) is a genuine pair.

We define the success probability of A in GREC as Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine], and the

advantage of A attacking an e-BVC scheme in GREC as

AdvRECA = |Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine]− p| , (5.10)

3This is a valid attack scenario because in an ideal BVC, the first sheet of a decomposed biometric
image is not supposed to reveal any information about the original image.
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where 0 < p = k/N < 1. We say that an e-BVC scheme preserves index privacy if

AdvRECA is negligible for all possible A. In particular, we say an e-BVC achieves perfect

index privacy if AdvRECA = 0 for all possible A.

Note that, in an index recovery attack, A can always choose j at random and

hope that s1,j = s1(β). This concept is formalized in the following guessing attack.

Guessing Attack Suppose the adversary A plays the index recovery game GREC.

Then A receives s1(α) and {s1,j}Nj=1 such that, for exactly k of s1,j = s1(βj), (α, βj)

is a genuine pair. In the guessing attack, A chooses j ∈ [1, N ] uniformly at random

and outputs j. Clearly, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.4.1 The success probability of A in the guessing attack is Pr[j : (α, βj)Ge-

nuine] = k/N and the advantage of A is AdvRECA = 0.

In an ideal scheme, we would expect that A’s success probability is no better than

the success probability of a random guess and that A has zero advantage AdvRECA = 0.

Next, we propose a new index recovery attack and compute adversarial advantage.

As a result, we obtain a necessary condition for perfect index privacy.

A New Index Recovery Attack (IND-REC) A receives s1(α) and {s1,j}Nj=1 such

that, for exactly k of s1,j, s1,j = s1(βj) and (α, βj) is a genuine pair. In the attack, A

computes a matching score mj =M(s1(α), s1,j) for all j, and outputs an index j for

which mj ≥ m. If mj < m for all j, then A chooses j ∈ [1, N ] uniformly at random

and outputs j.

Theorem 5.4.2 Let p = k/N with k ∈ [1, N). If GAR′ = 0, then the success

probability of A in IND-REC is Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine] = p and the advantage of A

is AdvRECA = 0. If GAR′ > 0, then the success probability of A in IND-REC is

Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine] =
pGAR′

pGAR′ + (1− p)(1−GRR′)
, (5.11)
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and the advantage of A is

AdvRECA =

∣∣∣∣ (p− p2)(GAR′ + GRR′ − 1)

pGAR′ + (1− p)(1−GRR′)

∣∣∣∣ , (5.12)

Proof 5.4.1 If GAR′ = 0 then mj =M(s1(α), s1,j) < m for all j and A will output

j ∈ [1, N ] uniformly at random. Therefore, Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine] = p and AdvRECA =

0. Now, assume that GAR′ > 0. The success probability Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine] of A

in IND-REC can be computed

= Pr[(α, βj) Genuine|M(s1(α), s1,j) ≥ m] (5.13)

= Pr[M(s1(α), s1,j) ≥ m|(α, βj) Genuine]
Pr[(α, βj) Genuine]

Pr[M(s1(α), s1,j) ≥ m]
(5.14)

= GAR′
p

pGAR′ + (1− p)(1−GRR′)
, (5.15)

where the last equation follows because Pr[M(s1(α), s1,j) ≥ m] is equivalent to

= Pr[(α, βj) Genuine] Pr[M(s1(α), s1,j) ≥ m|(α, βj) Genuine]+

Pr[(α, βj) Imposter] Pr[M(s1(α), s1,j) ≥ m|(α, βj) Imposter]

= Pr[(α, βj) Genuine] Pr[M(s1(α), s1,j) ≥ m|(α, βj) Genuine]+

Pr[(α, βj) Imposter](1− Pr[M(s1(α), s1,j) < m|(α, β) Imposter])

= pGAR′ + (1− p)(1−GRR′)

Finally, we write

AdvRECA =

∣∣∣∣ pGAR′

pGAR′ + (1− p)(1−GRR′)
− p
∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣ (p− p2)(GAR′ + GRR′ − 1)

pGAR′ + (1− p)(1−GRR′)

∣∣∣∣ ,
as required.

In Theorem 5.4.3, we derive upper and lower bounds on the success probability

Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine] of an adversary in GREC.

Theorem 5.4.3 Let p, GAR′, and GRR′ be as defined in Definition 5.3.1. If GAR′ >

0, then the success probability Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine] of an adversary in IND-REC

satisfies the following:
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1. Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine] = p if GAR′ + GRR′ = 1.

2. p < Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine] < p GAR′

1−GRR′
if GAR′ + GRR′ > 1.

3. p GAR′

1−GRR′
< Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine] < p if GAR′ + GRR′ < 1.

Proof 5.4.2 It follows from (5.11) that if GAR′ + GRR’ = 1, then

Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine] = p. If GAR′+GRR′ > 1, then, using 0 ≤ (1−GRR′) < GAR′

we can write

(1−GRR′) < pGAR′ + (1− p)(1−GRR′) < GAR′,

and it follows from (5.11) that

p < Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine] < p
GAR′

1−GRR′
.

Similarly, if GAR′ + GRR′ < 1, then we can show that

p
GAR′

1−GRR′
< Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine] < p.

Our analysis yields a necessary condition for the perfect index privacy of an e-BVC

scheme as stated in the following corollary.

Corollary 5.4.3.1 An e-BVC scheme cannot achieve perfect index privacy if GAR′+

GRR′ 6= 1 and GAR′ > 0. Moreover, if GAR′ + GRR′ 6= 1 and GAR′ > 0, then the

advantage AdvRECA of an adversary in IND-REC satisfies

0 < AdvRECA < p

∣∣∣∣GAR′ + GRR′ − 1

1−GRR′

∣∣∣∣ . (5.16)

Proof 5.4.3 It follows from (5.10), Theorem 5.4.2 and Theorem 5.4.3 that AdvRECA =

0 if and only if GAR′ + GRR′ = 1 or GAR′ = 0. Therefore, perfect index privacy

cannot be achieved if GAR′+GRR′ 6= 1 and GAR′ > 0. The inequality (5.16) follows

from (5.10) and Theorem 5.4.3.
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Remark 5.4.1 Satisfying the equality GAR′+ GRR′ = 1 may not guarantee the per-

fect index privacy of an e-BVC scheme because IND-REC is just one way of attacking

the system and there may exist other attack methods.

The next corollary shows that an adversary with non-zero advantage in GIND can

be turned into an adversary with non-zero advantage in GREC, and vice versa.

Corollary 5.4.3.2 There exists an adversary with non-zero advantage in GIND if and

only if there exists an adversary with non-zero advantage in GREC.

Proof 5.4.4 The proof follows from (5.4) and (5.12), and from the fact that 0 < p <

1.

Remark 5.4.2 We have described the game GREC in which A receives s1(α) and

{s1,j}j from C. Similarly, GREC can be defined such that A receives s2(α) and {s2,j}j

from C. The advantage of A may be different in these two cases; see Section 5.4.2

for example.

5.4.2 A case analysis for RO-e-BVC

As an extension of our analysis in Section 5.3.3, we now analyze the advantage of A

in GREC attacking RO-e-BVC [54] under the new index recovery attack (IND-REC).

We apply our framework and security model to present a formal security analysis of

the of the RO-e-BVC scheme with respect to the index recovery notion, and show

that RO-e-BVC does not achieve perfect index privacy.

Recall that in Table IX in [54], equal error rates are reported in three different

categories and in the last two of these three categories, an equal error rate e yields

GAR′ = GRR′ = 1 − e in Theorem 5.4.2, which determines the advantage of an

attacker as

AdvRECA =

∣∣∣∣ p(1− p)(1− 2e)

p(1− e) + (1− p)e

∣∣∣∣ .
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Based on the equal error rates reported in Table IX in [54], we summarize in Ta-

ble 5.4.2 the advantage of A in GREC attacking RO-e-BVC under the new index

recovery attack (IND-REC) for a various number of N values. We also present the

success probability PrREC = Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine] of an adversary in IND-REC in

comparison with PrGuess = Pr[j : (α, βj) Genuine] in the guessing attack.

In Table 5.4.2, various databases and datasets yield various values for the ad-

versarial advantage. AdvRECA is non-zero in all of the cases and so RO-e-BVC does

not achieve perfect index privacy. It is also interesting to compare the values in Ta-

ble 5.4.2 with our theoretical estimates for AdvRECA in Corollary 5.4.3.1. Recall that

in Corollary 5.4.3.1, we show that if GAR′ + GRR′ 6= 1 and GAR′ > 0, then the

advantage of an adversary in IND-REC satisfies

0 < AdvRECA < p

∣∣∣∣GAR′ + GRR′ − 1

1−GRR′

∣∣∣∣ .
For example, we derive from Table IX in [54] that GAR′ = GRR′ = 0.553 if RO-e-

BVC is implemented with the IMM database and Dataset A, and if the first sheets

are compared in the attack. Accordingly, we find out that

0 < AdvRECA < p

∣∣∣∣GAR′ + GRR′ − 1

1−GRR′

∣∣∣∣ = 0.237p.

In particular, if p = 0.01 and p = 0.001, then 0 < AdvRECA < 0.00237 and 0 <

AdvRECA < 0.000237, respectively. We observe in Table 5.4.2 that the actual adversarial

advantage values (0.00234 and 0.000237) are in fact very close to the theoretical upper

bounds. We find that the greatest adversarial advantages are obtained when RO-e-

BVC is implemented with the IMM database and Dataset G (success probability

and advantage are bounded by 1.958p and 0.958p, respectively) and when RO-e-

BVC is implemented with the XM2 database and Dataset F (success probability

and advantage bounded by 2.154p and 1.154p, respectively). Therefore, the success

probability of an adversary can be at least twice better than that of a random guess

when attacking certain implementations of RO-e-BVC.
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Table 5.2: The advantage of A in GREC: Attacking RO-e-BVC
under the new index recovery attack with N = 100 and N = 1000.

Database IMM XM2 IMM XM2 IMM XM2

Dataset A A F F G G

N 100 100 100 100 100 100

(s1 vs. s1,j) PrGuess .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

(s1 vs. s1,j) PrREC .01234 .01764 .01787 .02130 .01940 .01635

(s1 vs. s1,j) AdvRECA .00234 .00764 .00787 .01130 .00940 .00635

N 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

(s1 vs. s1,j) PrGuess .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001

(s1 vs. s1,j) PrREC .001237 .00178 .00180 .00215 .00195 .00164

(s1 vs. s1,j) AdvRECA .000237 .00078 .00080 .00115 .00095 .00064

Database IMM XM2 IMM XM2 IMM XM2

Dataset A A F F G G

N 100 100 100 100 100 100

(s2 vs. s2,j) PrGuess .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

(s2 vs. s2,j) PrREC .01259 .01940 .01493 .01601 .01524 .01536

(s2 vs. s2,j) AdvRECA .00259 .00940 .00493 .00601 .00524 .00536

N 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

(s2 vs. s2,j) PrGuess .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001

(s2 vs. s2,j) PrREC .00126 .00196 .00150 .00161 .00153 .00154

(s2 vs. s2,j) AdvRECA .00026 .00096 .00050 .00061 .00053 .00054
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Remark 5.4.3 In Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 we discussed security of e-BVC schemes

with respect to indistinguishability and index privacy notions. It is worth noting that

the NDA and IND-REC attacks we described are conservative in the sense that they

consider rather weak adversaries. We anticipate that there exist stronger attacks. For

example, in NDA, the adversary A exploits his access to the matching oracle. A’s ad-

vantage is likely to increase if the decomposition Dn or reconstruction Rt oracles are

also accessed during the attack. Similarly, in IND-REC, the adversarial advantage is

likely to increase if A outputs an index j such that mj =M(s1(α), s1,j) is maximum

among all {mj}Nj=1 (rather than outputting an index j with mj ≥ m).

5.5 MODIFIED FALSE ACCEPTANCE ATTACK FOR E-BVC

SCHEMES

In a traditional false acceptance attack, an adversary inserts a biometric image and

hopes for a successful authentication. It is known that the success probability of an

adversary in this attack is correlated with the false acceptance rate of the system.

First, we capture this false acceptance rate attack idea and formalize it under the

authentication game GAUTH. In particular, the guessing strategy in GAUTH corresponds

to an adversary who inserts random biometric images for authentication and whose

success probability is asymptotically the same as the false acceptance rate of the

underlying scheme.

Before describing GAUTH, we induce some natural structure to the space of biomet-

ric images Ω. We assume that Ω is a universal finite set of biometric images so that

Ω = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ω`}. Let N denote the number of unique individuals with at least

one biometric image contained in Ω. We consider a partitioning of Ω as a disjoint

union of Wi subsets, where Wi denotes the set of all genuine images that correspond

to the ith individual for i = 1, ..., N . In summary, we have

1. For any x, y ∈ Ω and i 6= j, if x ∈ Wi and y ∈ Wj, then (x, y) is an imposter
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pair.

2. For x, y ∈ Ω, if x, y ∈ Wi then (x, y) is a genuine pair.

3. W1 ∪W2 ∪ . . . ∪WN = Ω, Wi ∩Wj = ∅ for all i 6= j, and
∑N

i=1 |Wi| = |Ω|.

Now, we are ready to describe GAUTH. Let (Ω, S,M,Dn,Rt,M,Am) represent an e-

BVC scheme. For simplicity, we assume t = n = 2. As before, A is a computationally

bounded adversary and C represents a challenger. It is assumed that A knows the

parameter set of the e-BVC scheme except the private images (denoted by Ω′ below).

It is also assumed that A has access to the first sheets of the decomposed biometric

images in a database. This is a valid attack scenario because in an ideal BVC, the

first sheet of a decomposed biometric image is not supposed to reveal any information

about the original image.

5.5.1 Authentication Game

Authentication Game GAUTH

1. The challenger C chooses k indices i1, ..., ik uniformly at random, where 1 ≤

k ≤ N . C generates a secret subcollection Ω′ = {wi1 , ..., wik} ⊆ Ω of private

biometric images, where wij ∈ Wij .

2. C computes D2(w′) = (s1(w′), s2(w′)) and sends s1(w′) for all w′ ∈ Ω′.

3. A outputs an image w ∈ Ω and wins if Am(w,w′) = 1 for some w′ ∈ Ω′.

We define the success probability of A in GAUTH as Pr[Am(w,w′) = 1], and the

advantage of A attacking an e-BVC scheme in GAUTH as

AdvAUTHA =|Pr[Am(w,w′) = 1]−
∑k

j=1 |Wij |
|Ω|

·GAR

−
k|Ω| − (

∑k
j=1 |Wij |)
|Ω|

· FAR|, (5.17)
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where FAR and GAR are the false acceptance and genuine acceptance rates of the

underlying system. The definition of AdvAUTHA makes sense because because we show

in Theorem 5.5.1 that the adversarial advantage in the guessing attack is zero as

expected.

We are now ready to formalize the notion of perfect resistance against false au-

thentication based on GAUTH and AdvAUTHA .

Definition 5.5.1 We say that an e-BVC scheme resists false authentication if the

advantage AdvAUTHA is negligible for all possible A. In particular, we say an e-BVC

achieves perfect resistance against false authentication if AdvAUTHA = 0 for all possible

A.

Note that, in an authentication attack, A can always choose w ∈ Ω at random

and hope that Am(w,w′) = 1 for some w′ ∈ Ω′. This concept is formalized in the

following guessing attack.

Guessing Attack Suppose the adversary A plays the authentication game GAUTH.

Then A receives s1(w′) for all w′ ∈ Ω′. In the guessing attack, A chooses w ∈ Ω

uniformly at random and outputs w.

In the following, we compute the success probability of A in the guessing at-

tack and conclude that it is practically the same as the false acceptance rate of the

underlying scheme.

Theorem 5.5.1 The success probability of A in the guessing attack is

Pr[Am(w,w′) = 1] = min(M, 1),

where

M =

∑k
j=1 |Wij |
|Ω|

·GAR +
k|Ω| − (

∑k
j=1 |Wij |)
|Ω|

· FAR.

The advantage of A is AdvAUTHA = 0.
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Proof 5.5.1 The success probability of A in the guessing attack can be computed as

Pr[Am(w,w′) = 1] = min(M, 1), where M is the expected number of matches when w

is compared against all w′ in the database. We can write

M =
k∑
j=1

[Pr(w ∈ Wij) Pr(M(w,wij) ≥ m|w ∈ Wij)

+ Pr(w 6∈ Wij) Pr(M(w,wij) ≥ m|w 6∈ Wij)]

=
k∑
j=1

[ |Wij |
|Ω|
·GAR +

|Ω| − |Wij |
|Ω|

· FAR

]

=

∑k
j=1 |Wij |
|Ω|

·GAR +
k|Ω| − (

∑k
j=1 |Wij |)
|Ω|

· FAR,

as required. Finally, AdvAUTHA = 0 follows from (5.17).

Remark 5.5.1 In a robust authentication system, it is expected that GAR > FAR,

whence,

Pr[Am(w,w′) = 1] ≥ min(k · FAR, 1). (5.18)

On the other hand, in a practical authentication system, Pr[Am(w,w′) = 1] cannot

be much higher than min(k · FAR, 1) because it is also expected that k (the number of

enrolled users in a database) is much smaller than N (the total number of users) and

so k/N ≈ 0. Consequently, under the plausible assumption that |Wi| ≈ |Wj| for all

i, j, we can write

M =
k

N
· (GAR− FAR) + k · FAR ≈ k · FAR

and

Pr[Am(w,w′) = 1] ≈ min(k · FAR, 1).

Therefore, we see that the guessing attack in GAUTH is a way of formalizing the so-

called false acceptance attack.
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Based on Remark 5.5.1, we may state the adversarial advantage in GAUTH in a

rather simplified form as follows:

AdvAUTH
∗

A = |Pr[Am(w,w′) = 1]−min(k · FAR, 1)| . (5.19)

5.5.2 A new strategy for attacking e-BVC

Note that, in an ideal scheme, one would expect that A’s success probability is no

better than the success probability of a random guess and that A has zero advantage

AdvAUTHA = 0 (or AdvAUTH
∗

A ≈ 0). In this section, we modify the traditional false

acceptance attack and introduce a new strategy for attacking e-BVC schemes. We

compute the success probability and advantage of an adversary in this modified false

acceptance attack. Finally, we compare the advantage of adversaries in the guessing

attack and the new false acceptance rate attack. As an example, our analysis yields

that the success probability of an adversary attacking RO-e-BVC [54] under the new

false acceptance rate attack increases from 0.005 to 0.45.

First, we define new genuine accept (reject) and false accept (reject) notions.

Definition 5.5.2 Let (Ω, S,M,Dn,Rt,M,Am) represent an e-BVC scheme. We de-

fine GAR′′(m) (or, simply GAR′′) as a function of the matching threshold m and

denotes the rate at which M(s1(α), β) ≥ m given that (α, β) is a genuine pair. Sim-

ilarly, FAR′′(m) (or, simply FAR′′) is a function of m and denotes the rate at which

M(s1(α), β) ≥ m given that (α, β) is an imposter pair.

Note that in an ideal e-BVC scheme one would intuitively expect that GAR′′ ≈ 0

and FAR′′ ≈ 0 because a sheet of a biometric image is not supposed to reveal any

information about the image itself. Our new authentication attack and its analysis

in Theorem 5.5.2 confirms this intuition by showing that the success probability and

the advantage of an adversary increases as GAR′′ and FAR′′ increase.
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A New Authentication Attack (N-AUTH) Suppose A plays GAUTH and so she

receives a set of sheets {s1,j : s1,j = s1(wij), wij ∈ Ω′, j = 1, ..., k}. A chooses an

index j ∈ [1, k] uniformly at random and outputs s1,j as an attempt for authentication.

Theorem 5.5.2 The success probability of A in N-AUTH is

Pr[Am(w,w′) = 1] = min(GAR′′ + (k − 1)FAR′′, 1), (5.20)

and the simplified advantage of A is

AdvAUTH
∗

A = |min(GAR′′ + (k − 1)FAR′′, 1)−min(k · FAR, 1)| . (5.21)

Proof 5.5.2 Note that A in N-AUTH outputs s1,j = s1(wij), where (wij , w
′) is an

imposter pair for all w′ ∈ Ω′ except when w′ = wij . Therefore, s1,j and the set Ω′ form

(k − 1) imposter pairs and 1 genuine pair in total, and we can compute the success

probability of A in N-AUTH

Pr[Am(w,w′) = 1] = min(GAR′′ + (k − 1)FAR′′, 1). (5.22)

It follows from (5.19) that

AdvAUTH
∗

A = |min(GAR′′ + (k − 1)FAR′′, 1)−min(k · FAR, 1)| .

Remark 5.5.2 In an ideal e-BVC, s1(α) is not supposed to reveal any informa-

tion about the original image α. Therefore, it is expected that the three distribu-

tions {(s1(α), β) : (α, β) is genuine}, {(s1(α), β) : (α, β) is imposter}, and {(α, β) :

(α, β) is imposter} are indistinguishable, and hence GAR′′ ≈ FAR′′ ≈ FAR. This

implies that, an ideal e-BVC satisfies

AdvAUTH
∗

A = |min(GAR′′ + (k − 1)FAR′′, 1)−min(k · FAR, 1)|

≈ |min(k · FAR′′, 1)−min(k · FAR, 1)| ≈ 0.

In other words, N-AUTH does not yield any adversarial advantage over the guessing

attack for ideal e-BVC, as expected.
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Remark 5.5.3 Based on our analysis of the guessing attack and the new authen-

tication attack, we can conclude that the success probability of an adversary in an

authentication game GAUTH is

Pr[Am(w,w′) = 1] ≥ max [min(GAR′ + (k − 1)FAR′, 1),min(k · FAR, 1)] .

This gives a quantifiable upper bound on the security of e-BVC schemes, where the

quantification is performed based on the size k of the system database, and measurable

rates GAR′, FAR′, and FAR. On the other hand, one should be careful assessing the

security of the system as this is only an upper bound on the security based on just two

attack methods. There may exist other and better attacks in general.

5.5.3 A case analysis for RO-e-BVC

As described earlier in Section 5.2, a visual face recognition protocol (RO-e-BVC)

was proposed and implemented in [54]. More concretely, the scheme in [54] is im-

plemented for 2 different databases (IMM and XM2VTS) and each database is con-

sidered with respect to 3 different datasets (A, F, and G) with a various number

of host images. Several experiments were conducted in [54] to analyze the security

and privacy-preserving properties of RO-e-BVC. In particular, Experiment 3 in [54]

considers the possibility of matching one of the secret sheets of an image against the

image itself, and does not consider this as a security threat.

On the contrary, we observe based on the illustration in Figure 15 in [54] that

at least one of the sheets of the decomposed images looks similar to the original im-

age. Therefore, an adversary is expected to have significant advantage in attacking

RO-e-BVC by mounting the N-AUTH attack as described in Section 5.5. In fact, in

Experiment 3 in [54] it is reported that the equal error rate of a particular imple-

mentation of the RO-e-BVC scheme is very small: FAR = FRR ≈ 0 when the IMM

database is used with the dataset A and FAR = FRR ≈ 0.005 when the XM2VTS

database is used with the dataset A. It is also reported under the same setting that
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if single sheets are compared against original images then the resultant equal error

rates are greater than 0.45. In other words, FAR′′ = 1−GAR′′ > 0.45. It follows from

Theorem 5.5.2 that the success probability of an adversary in attacking RO-e-BVC

under N-AUTH is Pr[Am(w,w′) = 1] > 0.45, which is significantly greater than the

success probability of an adversary in attacking RO-e-BVC under the traditional false

acceptance attack, or equivalently the guessing attack. We conclude that RO-e-BVC

in [54] does not achieve perfect resistance against false authentication and adversaries

can gain significant advantage in attacking RO-e-BVC under N-AUTH.

We developed a framework and described biometric visual cryptographic schemes

generically under our framework. We formalized several security notions and defini-

tions including sheet indistinguishability, perfect indistinguishability, index recovery,

perfect index privacy, and perfect resistance against false authentication. We also

proposed new and generic strategies for attacking e-BVC schemes such as new distin-

guishing attack, new index recovery, and new authentication attack. Our quantita-

tive analysis verifies the practical impact of our framework and offers concrete upper

bounds on the security of e-BVC. As an application of our analysis we were able to

disprove some of the security claims in [54].
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